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The study aims to understand how organizations  can achieve agility, the 
organizational capability to effectively respond to environmental changes, in a rapid 
and flexible manner, through the assembly of relevant organizational resources 
(Sambamurthy et al., 2003). Agility represents a difficult but increasing necessary 
strategic imperative for organizations competing in today’s business environments. 
Due to the increasing hyper-competition and dynamism found in today’s business 
landscape, coupled with the characteristics that change today is  rapid, shocking, 
surprising, and disruptive, organizations  need new approaches  to  survive and 
compete in such environments. Today’s organizations increasingly recognize that 
agility is one answer to this problem.
Using the case study research method, this study presents two case studies of 
organizations undertaking initiatives to develop organizational agility due to 
environmental pressures to change - Alexandra Hospital (AH) and the Immigration & 
Checkpoints Authority of Singapore (ICA). Applying the resource-base view of the 
firm, the study finds  the agility can be achieved through the development of lower 
level capabilities  that determine how resources are managed and leveraged on in the 
organization.
In particular, the study presents  a framework for the development of a capability to 
be explorative or exploitative of resource portfolios and inventories, as well as a 
capability to adjust resource configurations  episodically in a continuous manner. 
This second capability is enacted through bricolage, the ability to tinker with 
resource allocation at the time of their use. Coupled together, these two capabilities 
developed the capability to be agile in organizations.
iv
The research suggests some theoretical and practical implications. Theoretically, this 
research represents the application of RBV concepts  (capabilities, routines, resources 
and resource management activities) and, more uniquely, the concept of bricolage, to 
strategic management literature.  The study sheds some light on the development of 
organizational agility as a competitive and survival mechanism for organizations 
facing tremendous environmental pressures. Furthermore, the study demonstrates 
that agility is  not merely the ability to adjust resource configurations, but is the 
ability to do so episodically, on a continuous  basis. From a managerial perspective, 
the study identifies  those resources  and cultural elements necessary for 
organizations to develop and enjoy the benefits of organizational agility.
v
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In today’s intense and dynamic business environment, change comes significantly 
faster. Organizations are facing increasingly turbulent environments, where global 
economic forces  have more of an effect, and where energy, currency and commodity 
fluctuations  disrupt business  models and operations  on a regular basis. Today’s 
environments are further characterized by their complexity, where customer 
expectations are no longer static. They are more intense with the emergence of new, 
non-traditional, globalized competitors. They are volatile, with change and 
unpredictability being the only constants. How, then, can organizations compete 
(and even survive) in today’s  environments, that are markedly different from the not-
too-distant past?
Organizations facing this  increased dynamism and unpredictability in their 
environments are trying to  cope with it through traditional approaches, such as 
supply chain management, process  reengineering, flexible organization structures 
and just-in-time manufacturing. While  these approaches have worked in the past to 
make organizations  more competitive and their operations  and planning more 
efficient and effective, today’s dynamism is characterized not by sudden or 
immediate change, but by shock, surprise, chaos and discontinuity, across the 
operating, competitive or global economic landscape. The drivers behind change are 
different, and therefore the strategies proposed to  the changes being faced by 
organizations need to be different.
Organizations that hope to  respond to these hyper-competitive, dynamic 
environments, with rapid technological advances, globalization and regulatory 
fluctuations, require  the need to develop enterprise agility to respond rapidly and 
flexibly to environmental changes (Sambamurthy, et. al., 2003; Thomas, 1996). The 
concept of agility is  commonly regarded as a key to business success in such 
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environments, and is the predominant view for responding to today’s uncertainties. 
However, agility has remained a difficult goal to achieve for most organizations. A 
high-level dynamic capability, agility is increasingly a critical issue for practitioners, 
yet most fail to to achieve this  capability through available internal or external 
resources (Prewitt, 2004). 
Today’s  firms acknowledge the importance of organization agility, and strive to 
achieve it, but it remains an elusive goal for the majority, because pursuing agility is 
a philosophical shift in organization behaviour, from dealing with episodic  change to 
dealing with continuous change (Weick and Quinn, 1999). Organizations are familiar 
with episodic  changes, where rigid operating conditions are unfrozen, exposed to  a 
burst of changes, and locked-in as new operating conditions. Continuous change, 
however, is  a relentless  rebalancing of organizational activity that is emergent, 
cumulative and constant, not punctuated by periods of unchanging conditions. 
Understanding organizational agility is  therefore an increasingly important 
organizational imperative, as well as scholarly pursuit.
The existing and growing body of research on the concept of agility is diverse and 
polymorphous. Studies  that demonstrate agility in organizational contexts are 
frequently representations of distinctive ways  of responding to specific situations 
(Bharadwaj and Sambamurthy, 2005). Furthermore, the role  of resources, particularly 
technological, are frequently treated as  black boxes, blurring the explanation of what 
and how  organizational resources  can be used to achieve agility to respond to 
dynamic environments. 
This dissertation therefore attempts  to answer the question – how  can 
organizations achieve  agility, to deal with the unpredictable and dynamic 
competitive environments they are in? 
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The resource based view (RBV) of the firm provides  both an internally and externally-
focused perspective that acts as  a suitable theoretical lens to answer this question. 
RBV suggests  that organizational capabilities can be created through the 
combination of resources  to meet particular organizational strategies. While existing 
literature posits  how resources  can be used to add value to organizations, few 
studies provide insights into how agility can be achieved from the appropriate 
management of resources. Answering such a question has long-term significance to 
practitioners and academics  alike. Research in this area would provide a better 
theoretical basis for understanding the strategic management and role of 
organizational resources. Practitioners  would benefit from such an investigation as it 
would provide guidelines  for the strategic investment in resource management 
activities for their business contexts.
The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows: 
Chapter 2 discusses the theoretical bases for this dissertation, namely the resource-
based view, the dynamic  capability view, and the management of organizational 
resources. The review focuses largely on understanding organizational agility as a 
capability that can be developed, and how organizational resources can be used to 
realize strategic advantages. 
Chapter 3 presents discusses  the research methodology in this study, namely a dual-
case study at organizations in Singapore with Alexandra Hospital (AH) and the 
Immigration & Checkpoints Authority of Singapore (ICA). 
Chapter 4 presents  the case data from these organizations. The case studies examine 
how the organization embarked on initiatives aimed to develop agile organizational 
practices, through the use of information technology and systems. Alexandra 
Hospital, a relatively small public hospital, aimed to design paradigmatically new 
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operations that dealt with continuos change as  an approach to service improvement. 
The Immigration and Checkpoint Authority, Singapore’s  border and customs 
authority, aimed to deal with both service and security levels  in light of several 
global events that had occurred since September 11th 2001. The case descriptions in 
this chapter explain how these changes represent dynamic organizational pressures, 
and detail their initiatives in developing the agility to survive and compete with such 
pressures.
Chapter 5 analyses and discusses the case data, first within each case, then across 
both cases. This chapter presents a conceptual framework for the role of resources, 
resource management activities, and the resource-based theory in the development 
of organizational agility. This analysis finds that organizations  attempting to 
develop agility need to develop the capability to adjust on an ‘episodic’ level, on a 
‘continuous’ basis. However, the difficulty in achieving this is  belayed by the 
sociological concept of ‘bricolage’, the ability to tinker with resource use as and 
when required. The analysis in this chapter presents evidence that bricolage is used 
to achieve this capability, and finds  support for the elements of bricolage in the 
cases. The analysis  then details the role of bricolage in achieving organizational 
agility.
Chapter 6 summarizes the findings, providing the implications for research and 
practice, as well as limitations of this study.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter presents a review of the existing literature pertinent to this thesis, and 
aims at developing a conceptual and theoretical background for the subsequent 
analysis  and discussion, as  well as at identifying the gaps in our current 
understanding. The review explores the resource-based view (RBV) of the firm, 
building a conceptual understanding of the role of resources, capabilities and 
routines in the strategic management of a firm. This understanding forms a 
backdrop for the phenomenon of organizational agility as an application of RBV, i.e. 
as the strategic capability to appropriately use organizational resources to meet the 
demands of uncertain business environments. The concept of organizational agility 
and the gaps in our understanding of it are explored. Particular emphasis is placed 
on understanding how organizational resources can therefore be deployed to 
develop strategic  advantages, as this  body of knowledge can shed light and be 
further developed to understand the development of organizational agility.
2.1 Resources and The Resource-Based View (RBV)
While it is  widely accepted that firms exist to maximize profits  through value 
creation, numerous theories of the firm prevail to explain the means through which 
these objectives are realized (Conner, 1991). Among these is  the resource-based view 
(RBV) of the firm. RBV differs from other schools  of strategic  thought (e.g. 
competitive strategy) - while it subscribes to the strategic management perspective 
that firms  obtain supernormal returns by achieving and maintaining low cost 
leadership or product differentiation with respect to competitors  in the same market 
space, the theory proposes that such strategic  positions  are obtainable through the 
ability of the firm to acquire, combine and deploy its resources to  create value 
(Wernerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1991a; Barney, 1991b; Mahoney and Pandian, 1992; 
Hoopes, et. al. 2003; Penrose, 1959). From the RBV perspective, a firm’s  strategy 
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should not solely be formulated on the traditional, externally focused examination of 
the markets and needs it strives to satisfy (Grant, 1991). 
RBV is considered theoretically useful in this  respect, as it provides a 
complementary and necessary dimension to externally-focused strategy 
development. Continuous external environmental pressures, such as changing 
customer preferences and identities, evolving technologies and dynamic 
competition, do not provide a sufficiently stable foundation on which effective 
externally focused organizational strategies  can be developed. Rather, firms need to 
first turn their attention inward and define their strategies based on what they are 
capable of doing (Grant, 1991), recognizing the behavioral and social phenomenon 
within the firm that enable the formulation and implementation of these strategies 
(Barney, 1991b). Both competence (internally focused) and competition (externally 
focused) are therefore important issues in the formulation of organizational 
strategies that seek to bring sustainable advantages  to the firm.  RBV therefore takes 
an inside-out approach to strategy development, starting for the organization’s 
internal environment. Fundamental to  the development of such competence are the 
resources available to the firm.
Resources in the RBV are regarded as valuable or rare tangible and intangible assets, 
competencies and knowledge, which can be used to develop or complement 
competitive strategies in dynamic  environments to produce sustained competitive 
advantages  for the firm (Jarvenpaa and Ives, 1994). Resources  are usually 
heterogeneous across firms, and the extent of realized advantages  is  dependent on 
the ability of the firm to protect these resources from imitation, transfer and 
substitution (Barney, 1991a), as it combines  them to form strategies for competitive 
growth. Imitation, transfer and substitution afford the deterioration of the 
competitive value of resources for an organization. Resources that lead to 
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sustainable competitive advantages are typically those that are casually ambiguous, 
socially complex, rare or firm-specific, or imperfectly imitable (Barney, 1997). 
Therefore, in its  most basic form, RBV suggests  firms  must have resources that are 
superior to those of its competitors in order to  obtain strategic  advantages. Six 
broad categories of such resources  are typical, namely financial, physical, human, 
technological, reputation and organizational (Grant, 1991), with the first three 
commonly considered tangible, and the latter three intangible. Barney (1991a) 
suggests this  includes capabilities, organizational processes, firm attributes, 
information and knowledge. 
2.2 Organizational Capabilities
Despite its utility in increasing our understanding of competitive dynamics  within 
and between firms, several criticisms arose in the RBV perspective (Kraaijenbrink, et. 
al., 2010). In particular, RBV assumed that these resources existed in firms, and 
failed to  explain their development, coexistence within firms’ and with other 
resources, and their usable life-span as organizational environments  changed rapidly 
(Teece et. al., 1997). In response to such criticisms, a new perspective - 
organizational capabilities - emerged (Wade and Hulland, 2004; Eisenhardt and 
Martin, 2000). This response attempted to further RBV by explaining how firms were 
able to  utilize their resources to  obtain strategic  advantages, developing RBV as a 
more useful theory in strategic management.
The notion of ‘organizational capabilities’ has often been left as vague and under-
defined (Collis, 1994) in strategic management literature. The term has generally 
been used to  describe not a particular or singular resource (such as  financial assets 
or technology), but a distinctive ability to allocate and combine organizational 
resources to create or complement organizational strategies (Schreyogg and Kliesch-
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Eberl, 2007) (see Table 2-1). While it has appeared in literature under numerous 
guises, including ‘core competence’, ‘best practice’ and ‘collective skill’, the notion of 
organizational capabilities takes  an alternate view to  rational choice theory which 
focuses on individuals and individual decision making. Instead, the organizational 
capabilities construct accounts  for complex organizational processes, such as 
product development and customer relations, which are based on the social 
structures  and behavioral features in which resources  in the organization exist 
(Nelson and Winter, 1982; Winter, 2003). Capabilities are therefore collective and 
socially embedded, emerging incrementally from daily interactions rather than from 
planned corporate efforts (Dosi, et. al., 2000).
Source Definition of Capability
Barney (1992)
Organizational properties  that enable it to 
conceive, choose and implement strategies.
Nelson and Winter (1982)
The repertoires  of organizations members 
associated with the possession of particular 
resources.
Winter (2000)
A high-level routine (or collections of routine) 
that, together with its implementing input flows, 
confers upon an organization’s management a set 
of decision options for producing significant 
outputs.
Amit and Schoemaker (1993)
A firm’s capacity to deploy resources, usually in 
combination, using organizational processes, to a 
desired end.
Leonard-Barton (1995)
The knowledge set that distinguishes and 
provides a competitive advantage.
Grant (1996)
A firm’s  ability to perform repeatedly a 
productive task which relates either directly or 
indirectly to a firm’s capacity for creating value.
Table 2-1: Various Definitions of Organizational Capability
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Schreyogg and Kliesch-Eberl (2007) suggest that capabilities exist in the context of 
collective problem solving under uncertainty or where tasks are ambiguous and ill-
structured and problems  are characterized by complexity (e.g. in knowledge work). It 
is the skills involved in continually solving emerging problems that constitute an 
organization’s capability – these skills involve generating complex combinations  of 
habitual and routinized acts (Dosi, et. al., 2000) to locate and combine the relevant 
organizational resources into  solutions  that result in competitive advantages. A 
result of the underlying complexities  of this  social and collective embeddedness  is 
that an organization may not understand the inherent logic of its capability: its 
internal functioning is likely to remain opaque (Schreyogg and Kliesch-Eberl, 2007). 
In other words, organizations  may not realize their possession of these capabilities 
as they are developing, or even as they are used.
As the above suggests, capabilities develop over time (Helfat and Peteraf, 2003) and 
through organizational learning processes and repetition, in which the firm develops 
a particular ability to select and combine resources. Over time, however, these 
capabilities themselves may lead to inflexibility when organizations face inertia in 
changing them or when utilizing the capabilities  in the face of novel problems. This 
tendency to be ‘locked-in’ to developed capabilities has  resulted in a response of 
research focusing on dynamic capabilities, defined as the “ability to integrate, build, 
and reconfigure internal and external competencies to address rapidly changing 
environments” (Teece, et. al., 1997, p. 516). This notion attempts  to  fill in the gaps in 
RBV by explaining how the combination of firms’ resources (i.e. the use of 
capabilities), which bring about sustained competitive advantages, can be 
dynamically adjusted to  meet the demands of hyper-competition and volatile 
environmental changes  (Winter, 2003). In essence, for firms to solve the inherent 
problems of rigidity in organizational capabilities, they need to develop dynamic 
capabilities - new capabilities  to  respond quickly to environmental opportunities  and 
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changes - rather than exploit current capabilities and resources (Jarvenpaa and 
Leidner, 1998; Montealegre, 2002). 
To  further explain capabilities, dynamic or otherwise, RBV research has applied the 
concept of routines from evolutionary economics (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000). 
Capabilities are embedded socially and collectively in the routines  found in 
organizations, and therefore enacted from them, particularly routines in managing 
and deploying organizational resources. From this  perspective, dynamic capabilities 
are considered “the organizational and strategic routines by which firms achieve new 
resource configurations as markets  emerge, collide, split, evolve, and die” (Eisenhardt 
and Martin, 2000, p. 1107). More specifically, such dynamic  capabilities  are 
considered ‘routinized’ activities  directed to the development and adaptation of 
operating routines, or routines focused on the operational functioning of the firm 
(Zollo and Winter, 2002).
2.3 Organizational Routines 
Organizational routines offer a powerful concept that accounts for much of what 
happens in organizational work (Cohen and Bacdayan, 1994). In general, routines  are 
considered habitualized, recurring action patterns or configurations in organizations 
that lead to  stable activity, and are the elementary units from which organizational 
and dynamic capabilities and performance stems. As a result, organizational 
routines have been widely studied from numerous perspectives and in numerous 
contexts.
The concept of routines has appeared prominently in and been the focus of 
numerous studies  on organizational action (March and Simon, 1958; Cyert and 
March, 1963; Nelson and Winter, 1982; Levitt and March, 1988; Winter, 2006), 
entering organizational literature when first introduced by Stene (1940), but 
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becoming a more widely used construct only after Nelson and Winter (1982) 
introduced routines to understand the evolution in firms’ economic behaviors. As 
economic theories focusing on production functions could not satisfyingly answer 
the question of where knowledge resides in the firm, Nelson and Winter (1982) 
introduced their neo-classical evolutionary economics  perspective, in which they 
model the firm from a biological perspective. From this  perspective, routines  are 
likened to the genes of an organization, or organizational DNA – a vital element of 
heredity and continuity, where ‘genetic  knowledge’ resides and is  passed on. Like 
genes, routines are considerable inheritable. As organization members learn through 
imitation and instruction, they maintain successful routines over time. 
These routines  provide the organization with the needed stability and knowledge to 
repeatedly produce necessary outcomes predictably. Routines are therefore a source 
of organizational competence, arising in repetitive situations where the recurring 
costs of careful deliberations become a heavy burden (Cohen and Bacdayan, 1994). 
While routines may therefore seem established and unchanging, evolutionary 
economics literature posits they may mutate and evolve when faced by internal and 
external pressures, for e.g. when the organization seeks to  change or replace them, 
or when new technologies are introduced (Nelson and Winter, 1982).
Since its introduction, numerous empirical studies have used the routines construct 
in a variety of ways, but there has been little scholarly agreement on what routines 
are, how they should be studied (Becker, 2005a) and how  they may be 
operationalized. Literature on routines is highly fragmented, and over the last 20 
years, has shown very little conceptual advance. Becker (2005a) attributes this  to two 
reasons. Firstly, there is a significant lack of empirical research into the nature of 
routines, particularly exploratory research. Deductive research may not suitably 
address this gap as “the only way to understand behavior, to the extent that it is 
routine-driven, is by identifying the operant routines. One cannot deduce or 
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rationalize them from any simple model, although one may be able to deduce some 
of the qualitative properties they must have if they are to be viable” (Becker, 2005a).
Secondly, much literature on routines has been debased because of confusion in the 
interpretation of the concept. This can largely be attributed to the variety of 
metaphors used to conceptualize and understand routines. The concept of routines 
has emerged from three dominant metaphors, differing in their awareness   and 
sensitivity to change (see Table 2-2).
Much literature on routines  has  not, however, clearly considered these important 
distinctions, resulting in convoluted studies  and thus  the lack of conceptual 
progress. Thus, routines have been defined in numerous ways, based on these 




Stene (1940) - the organization is analogous  to  an individual, in 




March and Simon (1958) - programs require some thought 
because they involve decision points  and branch to  multiple 
possible outcomes. However, they do not require any 
deliberate search as all major decisions are specified in 
advance. An example of this is standard operating procedures. 
Routines are the 
genes of 
organizations
Nelson and Winter (1982) - routines are the persistent features 
in organizations over time, and determine the possible 
behaviors the organization may take. The actual behaviors 
taken are also  determined by environmental pressures (i.e. a 
process of selection). In this  interpretation, deliberate thought 
and search are necessary in the adaptation of actions to new 
situations and contexts.
Table 2-2: ‘Routine’ explored from different metaphors
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Source Definition of Routine
Stinchcombe 
(1990)
Parts of an individual’s  skills  which are completely routinized 
are the parts that he or she does not have to think about – 
once a routine is switched on in the worker’s mind, it goes  on 
to the end without further consultations of the high faculties.
Cohen and 
Bacdayan (1994)
Patterned sequences  of learned behaviors involving multiple 
actors who are linked by relations of communication and/or 
authority.
Stene (1940)
That part of any organization’s activities  which has become 
habitual because of repetition and which is followed regularly 
without specific directions or detailed supervision.
Cohen, et. al. 
(1996)
An executable capability for repeated performance in some 
context that has been learned by an organization in response 
to selective pressures.
Table 2-3: Various definition of routines using different metaphors
Such confusion can be resolved by recognizing and separating the levels of action 
and representation in routines (Becker, 2005a). Feldman and Pentland (2003) suggest 
routines consist of two levels  – the ostensive and the performative. The ostensive 
aspect of a routine refers to its schematic or ideal form – the generalized idea of the 
routine (representation). This aspect of a routine may be codified as a standard 
operating procedure or it may be taken for granted. In essence, it is the routine in 
principle, but cannot encompass any specific practical execution of the routine. The 
performative aspect of a routine refers  to  the specific  executions of the routine by 
specific actors at specific times (action). These executions or performances  are 
highly improvisational, even while carried out against the backdrop of the ostensive 
representation. The performative aspect explains how routines, performed by the 
same people, can be adjusted to changing contexts at different times. Viewing 
routines as the combination of both aspects provides  a deeper understanding of how 
routines can be both sources of stability and change. An endogenous  change within 
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routines is possible because actors combine elements of past routines with present 
situations, changing the future understanding of the routine. The continuous 
movement between the two aspects  leads to  intentional and unintentional variations 
in routines, and actors select and retain those variations as the routine.
Becker (2005a) furthers this  by considering ontological and epistemological issues. 
Applying Lawson’s (1997) perspectives  on ontology, Becker distinguishes  between 
three ontological levels  – (i) an underlying deep level of structures, power, 
mechanisms and tendencies  which facilitate the expression of recurring patterns of 
actions, (ii) an actual level of recurring patterns of action (i.e. behavior), and (iii) an 
empirical level of internal (cognitive) and external (codified) representations of 
recurring patterns of action. Feldman and Pentland’s (2003) perspective, discussed 
above, does not include the first and deepest level underlying the routines.
The concept of routines is expressed here in conjunction with recent literature that 
emphasizes routines as interpreted from a behaviorist (non-cognitive) perspective as 
recurring actions  at a collective-level. As a result, the term ‘routines’ is  used here to 
refer to ‘organizational routines’. Distinguishing between the organizational and 
individual level, ‘routine’ and ‘action’ here is  used to refer to organizational action 
while ‘skill’ and ‘habit’ are used at the individual level. When considered as  patterns 
of organizational behavior, organizational routines can be broadly defined as  “a 
repetitive, recognizable pattern of interdependent actions, involving multiple 
actors” (Feldman and Pentland, 2003).
Despite the variety of perspectives, the definitions do possess commonality by which 
routines can be more clearly understood. In each perspective, routines  are 
considered recurring action patterns taken at different times (i.e. they are persistent), 
where the patterns of actions are subject to forces that make them more or less likely 
to occur (i.e. they are selectable) and are set in an organizational context (i.e. they are 
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not the actions of isolated individuals  but of multiple actors). This  understanding is 
in agreement with Becker’s (2005a) perspective of routines.
However, what constitutes an action in a routine? Due to the distinction between the 
organizational and individual levels, actions in routines consist of interactions 
between multiple actors. As a result, routines may be considered a repetitive, 
recognizable pattern of interdependent interactions, involving multiple actors. A 
similar question to qualify the terms ‘pattern’ and ‘repetitive’ (recurring) is 
necessary. As actions/interactions are repeated, they form repetitions over time. 
These repetitions (abstracted across time that the actual actions were performed) 
form patterns on an abstract and logical level. Repetitive involves  an element of 
similarity. If there is  no degree of repetition and similarity, an action cannot be 
considered a routine. However, further research is needed to study the replication of 
routines for repetitive to be qualified (Becker, 2005a). 
Despite these difficulties  in understanding the concept, routines are commonly 
deemed to form the foundation of successful organizational capabilities, where 
improving the speed of these routines, changing their detailed contents, and 
accurate switching among existing routines are major sources of competitive 
advantages, and also lead to other forms of organizational success (Cohen and 
Bacdayan, 1994). Without routines, organizations would lose their efficiency as 
structures for collective action (Stinchcombe, 1990; March and Simon, 1958).
Routines have commonly been considered as  sources  of stability, but can also  be 
sources of flexibility and continuous change (Feldman and Pentland, 2003). The 
divergence arises from the point of view taken in observing routines. When studied 
from a distance, a particular organizational routine exhibits  continuity over time. 
This has led to  the contribution of routines  in the establishment of organizational 
stability and inertia (e.g. Nelson and Winter, 1982; Allison, 1971), deskilling, 
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demotivation and competency traps (Feldman and Pentland, 2003). However, closer 
observations of routines reveal they can change continuously, playing a vital role  in 
organizational flexibility and change (e.g. Feldman, 2000; Pentland and Rueter, 1994) 
as they store organizational knowledge and experience in a form that allows it to be 
rapidly transferred to  new situations. As a result, flexibility is enabled not despite, 
but because of routines. This  differing observation is  the result of a deeper 
understanding of the dynamics of routines, incorporating the concept of agency and 
evidence from empirical data on routines (Feldman and Pentland, 2003). The 
conceptualization of routines  as habits, programs or genes downplays the role of the 
human in routines. Similarly, observational data shows routines do change and do 
not remain fixed (e.g. Pentland and Reuter, 1994; Feldman, 2000).
In IS literature, the concepts  of routines  and capabilities have also been applied to 
explain success and failure in information technology implementation. Information 
technology is  often introduced with the aim of augmenting or replacing existing 
work practices or routines. However, research has shown that many systems 
implementations, and their inherent reorganizations and investments, can 
dramatically fail to  increase productivity if the technology is  founded on a 
misunderstanding of the underlying organizational routines (Cohen and Bacdayan, 
1994). While organizations do  develop routines around the use of technology, these 
routines tend to lead to reinforcing cycles of stability (Orlikowski, 2000), and as a 
result, persist even where pressures to change exist (Gersick and Hackman, 1990). 
Successful implementation therefore requires  the adaptation of both the 
organization and the technology (Orlikowski, 2000; Szulanski, 2000; Leonard-Barton, 
1988), and may be regarded as the incorporation or routine use of the technology on 
an on-going basis  (Szulanski, 2000). Despite this  knowledge, established routines 
remain a force of resistance to  change, and the processes  by which organizations 
alter routines  in the face of technological change and use remains under-explained in 
both organizational and information systems literature. However, relatively little is 
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known about the process by which routines change with technology use, although 
the effect of new technology adoption and implementation on disrupting and 
changing routines is widely acknowledged.
2.4 From Resources to  Competitive Advantage, Through Capabilities 
and Routines
Despite the growing body of knowledge in RBV, few studies explain the process  of 
developing organizational and dynamic capabilities  from the routines involved in 
managing organizational resources. Merely owning and controlling resources does 
not produce capabilities leading to sustainable advantage. Organizations need to be 
able to acquire, develop and deploy resources effectively to enjoy distinct 
advantages in the marketplace. Oliver (1997) observed that research had not 
examined the process of developing resources; Schoemaker and Amit (1994) 
suggested that the process  of selecting, accumulating and deploying resources  had 
not been examined, and were typically considered rational decisions; Barney (1997) 
explained that firms would not be able to maintain competitive advantages in rapid 
and unpredictable environments if the exposure of the RBV remained limited to 
relatively stable operating environments. 
McGrath et. al. (1996) proposed that resources would lead to the realization of 
economic rent through sequential and cumulative stages of causal understanding, 
team proficiency, new competencies distinctiveness and finally the realization of 
strategic advantages  (Figure 2-1). Causal understanding, the first stage in this  model, 
occurred when organizations were able to understand the relationship between 
resources and performance. Organizations do  not necessarily have to  have superior 
resources than their competitors, but needed insights into the relationship between 
their resources  and and their relative performance. Team proficiency was necessary 
to translate ideas about resources  into actions. Competences were then created as 
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organizational teams took actions to  deploy organizational resources  strategically. 
Finally, these new competences were conceived as potential sources of competitive 
advantages, as they represented distinctive know-how that the organization did not 
possess before.
Figure 2-1: Sequential and Cumulative Stages Antecedent to Rent Generation 
(McGrath, et. al. 1996)
Montealegre (2002) more recently introduced a process model for the development 
of dynamic capabilities  in organizations (Figure 2-2), identifying three key phases in 
the strategy development process, accompanied by the necessary capability 
development in each phase and a variety of organizational resources  and key actions 
deployed to enable the endeavor. 
The first phase, formulating the strategy, allows the organization to  set a direction 
that aids in reducing environmental uncertainty. In this phase, organizations  require 
a capability to strategize, by considering future competitive maneuvers and past 
experiences. This phase is supported by key actions  (or organizational routines) of 
global benchmarking and training, leveraging on past experiences, and absorbing 
knowledge as a unified group.
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Figure 2-2: Model of Capability Development (Montealegre, 2002)
The second phase focuses  on developing the strategy. To  accomplish this, 
organizations  require the capability to be flexible and responsive. Organizations 
enact strategic  routines of integrating resources into operational routines, 
experimenting with resource allocations  and process refinements, and investing in, 
leveraging on or co-opting resources to maximize their value to the organization. 
The final phase, institutionalizing the strategy, requires the capability to integrate 
and also to engender trust, allowing the diffusion of the strategy and the overcoming 
of inertia throughout the organization effectively. This is achieved through gaining 
internal commitment, investing in complementary infrastructures  that support the 
strategy, and strengthening external relationships with key stakeholders. Pan et. al. 
(2006) further the application of this model, finding that capability development can 
not only be found at the organizational level, but at the project and business unit 
level as well.
While these studies  provide insights into  the development of capabilities, little 
research still explains how organizations can transform their resources to create 
value (Priem and Butler, 2001). To bridge this gap, Sirmon et. al. (2007) propose a 
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model of resource management for the creation of value (Figure 2-3). The model 
suggests the necessary activities  (i.e. routines) involved in managing resources to 
achieve strategic and operational value. 
The first resource management activity (structuring the resource portfolio) involves 
the subprocesses of acquisition, accumulation and divestment of resources. 
Acquiring new resources can occur through strategic factor markets  or merger and 
acquisitions. In order for organizations to create new  capabilities or adapt their 
existing ones, slack resources  are necessary. The acquisition of slack resources, 
however, can be costly and risky, particularly in environments with a high degree of 
uncertainty. As  a result, organizations  need to acquire resources  that present them 
with a greater variety of opportunities  for the development of new  capabilities (or 
the adaptation of existing ones) (Sanchez, 2003). Accumulating resources, the second 
subprocess, is the activity of developing internal resources to complement acquired 
resources. Sirmon suggests accumulation requires  capabilities  of learning, either 
through internal organizational mechanisms, or through partnerships  and alliances. 
Again, organizations  should strive to internal develop resources that present a 
greater variety of opportunities for the development of capabilities. The final 
subprocess, divesting resources, refers to the shedding of less  valuable existing 
resources when necessary to  create the slack and flexibility needed for new 
resources and capability creation or adaptation. Several factors  may cause inertia in 
this process, including sunk costs, difficulties in selecting candidate resources to 
divest, and unawareness  or uncertainty of potential future values of existing 
resources. These three processes allow an organization to structure its resource 
portfolio, allowing it to  take stock of its resources to determine their ability to create 
value.
The second resource management activity (bundling resources) involves combining 
the organization’s resources in its portfolio  to  create new capabilities or adapt 
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existing ones. Sirmon suggests organizations can embark on three different 
combination processes (stabilizing, enriching, and pioneering), contingent on what 
kind of change is  required. Stabilizing resources makes minor improvements to 
existing capabilities, usually to  maintain a competitive advantage. Enriching 
resources aims to extend a current capability by introducing new resources  to the 
capability to complement existing resources. Finally, pioneering involves the 
integration of completely new resources  to  develop new capabilities  and new sources 
of competitive advantages.
Figure 2-3: Model of Value Creation through Resource Management (Sirmon, et. al.  
2007)
The final resource management activity (leveraging capabilities) applies an 
organization’s capabilities to create value from its resources, through subprocesses 
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of mobilizing, coordinating and deploying. Mobilizing entails  identifying 
configurations of capabilities to exploit opportunities  for competitive advantage. In 
dynamic environments, this can be difficult and uncertain task. The individual 
mobilized capabilities  are then coordinated and integrated through combinative, 
experience-based routines and knowledge sharing. The coordinated capabilities 
produce barriers to imitation by competitors, and create value for the organization’s 
customers. Finally, the deploying process allows  organizations to leverage on their 
new capabilities by codifying them as organizational routines.
While the model provides insights  into black box of resource management, it does 
not provide deeper understanding of how to  effectively structure the resource 
portfolio, how to  bundle resources, or formulate leveraging strategies (Sirmon et. al., 
2007). Sirmon’s model, however, does point to the organizational routines and 
activities that need to be performed in order to translate the idea of resource 
management into  strategic value creation. The model is employed in Chapter 5 of 
this thesis to make sense of the routines witnessed in the case studies, as 
organizational resource management activities were used to strategic advantage.
2.5 Organizational Agility
Organizational and strategic management literature suggests many solutions to the 
growing managerial problem of unpredictable, dynamic and hyper-competitive 
business environments, e.g. strategic positioning, flexible manufacturing, just-in-
time strategies, virtual organizations (McAfee and Brynjolfsson, 2008). Among these 
solutions is  the notion of the agile organization - a concept that encapsulates the 
development of organizational capabilities to  adapt to changes. In literature, several 
terms have been used to describe this ability, including ‘flexible’, ‘agile’ and 
‘adaptive’. In the same vein, the notion has been applied in several contexts  and 
disciplines (e.g. operations management, economics and information systems). In 
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this growing body of knowledge, the concept of agility has  therefore become a 
complex tapestry, but stems  from the underlying argument that organizations  must 
be adaptive to  changing business  environments in order to produce better results, 
and to sense and capitalize on new opportunities (Sambamurthy, et. al., 2003; 
D’Aveni, 1994; Volberda, 1996; Toni and Tonchia, 1998).  
As a result of the complexities  of the concept, several definitions of agility have been 
used in previous  research. Goldman et. al. (1995) consider agility to be the 
organizational capability to operate profitably in a competitive environment of 
unpredictable change. From research in manufacturing strategies, Ramasesh et. al. 
(2001) consider agility a capability in manufacturing systems to effectively respond 
to unanticipated changes  in a timely and cost-effective manner. Amos (1998) defined 
it as the nimbleness of a company to quickly assemble its technology, employees 
and management via a communication and information infrastructure in a 
deliberate, effective, and coordinated response to  continuous and unanticipated 
change. Yusuf et al. (1999) suggest that agility is  the application of competitive 
mechanisms, including speed, innovation, and quality, in a fast changing 
environment, through reconfigurable resources and best practices. 
Despite the different variations of the concept, the definitions emphasize the 
important characteristics of flexibility, speed and effectiveness in the concept of 
agility. An agile organization is not merely flexible in its  ability to assemble its 
resources to meet changes, its  ability to adjust to  environmental differences is  fast 
and its  reaction is effective as well. In this study, agility is defined from the 
perspective of RBV, as an organizational capability to effectively respond to 
environmental changes, in a rapid and flexible manner, through the assembly of 
relevant organizational resources (Sambamurthy et al., 2003). This definition 
incorporates strategic as well as  operational perspectives, and explains how firms 
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can be made agile  in terms  of managing capabilities, resources, business processes 
and other organizational initiatives such as alliances or partnerships.
The idea that organizations can be adaptive is  also  rooted in the contingency 
approach (Donaldson, 2001) in research, suggesting that organizing is dependent on 
the elements  of the operating environment. This implies  that organizations  cannot 
be examined in isolation of their environmental pressures, and must adapt over time 
to meet the demands of the environment, in order to remain competitive and 
effective. Research examines  these adaptations from various perspectives, such as 
organization structure, process management and work design.
Sambamurthy et. al. (2003) explore these characteristics of organizational agility, 
introducing three dimensions to the concept - customer agility, partnering agility 
and operational agility. The three dimensions essentially relate to how organizations 
can assemble the relevant resources to meet changes  in their environment. 
Organizations therefore need these three dimensions to  remain flexible in turbulent 
business environments.
The first agility, customer agility, refers to an organization’s  ability to  leverage on 
and co-opt its customers to identify new  opportunities or changes in market, and 
facilitate innovation in organizational routines (e.g. product design and testing). 
Partnering agility, the second dimension, facilitate the development and employment 
of alliances, partnerships  and joint ventures to help the organization grow  its 
responsiveness in rapidly changing environments. Finally, operational agility helps 
firms develop new  processes  and redesign existing processes  in order to  reduce 
information asymmetries  and promote more effective and efficient decision making 
processes.
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Christensen and Overdorf (2000) find that agility is  affected by three factors in an 
organization - its  resources, its processes and its values. In particular, processes  can 
be formally defined and codified, or they can be less visible and informally practiced 
repeatedly over time (i.e. routines). In either case, processes and routines allow 
organizations  to perform their activities in a consistent and predictable manner. The 
complexities of coordination make changes to processes  and routines difficult. In 
fact, they are not meant to  change, as efficiency is  achieved in well-designed 
processes. When change occurs, it is typically done in a controlled and defined way. 
This, however, means that processes that create one capability can create disabilities 
or lower the effectiveness in other processes (Leonard-Barton, 1992), making the 
adaptation to change difficult.
Agility is therefore a complex concept that encapsulates numerous aspects  of RBV. It 
is the capability to flexibly recombine and redeploy organizational resources, and 
reconfigure their incumbent routines and processes, to effectively meet demands 
and changes  faced by the organization. In this manner, organizations can attempt to 




A research methodology presents the guidelines and strategies for a disciplined and 
systematic  form of inquiry and investigation into a particular phenomenon. It sets 
the philosophical assumptions for the investigation and its validation, as  well as for 
directing the researcher to appropriate methods for designing, conducting and 
analyzing the phenomenon. The research methodology keeps the researcher in check 
by prescribing checkpoints and guiding him throughout a well-ordered sequence of 
activities that eventually justify and validate the conclusions reached, allowing them 
to be evaluated, accepted, replicated and most importantly, trusted, by a larger 
community. This chapter provides the justification and describes the use of the 
interpretive case study methodology for this inquiry.
3.1 Philosophical Assumptions
All systematic social science research stems from certain philosophical assumptions 
about how the world works and how to understand it. The ontological and 
epistemological perspectives and assumptions a researcher subscribes to leads  to an 
appropriate methodology for conducting research. Numerous perspectives exist, 
including positivism, post-positivism, realism, relativism, constructivism, 
deconstructivism, hermeneutics and interpretivism, each with differing assumptions 
and philosophies of how to understand the world. A commonly subscribed 
taxonomy for IS research distinguishes these ontological and epistemological 
assumptions into  three schools of thought – positivist, interpretive and critical 
(Myers, 1997; Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991).
The positivist school of thought has dominated much traditional scientific research. 
Stemming from logical positivism, it views the world as  an objective reality that is 
observable and measurable, operating through deterministic  laws of cause and 
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effect. Scientific  research and knowledge is  viewed as  a means to  understand, predict 
and control behaviors in the world. Empirical observations, measurements and 
manipulations are the focus of this school of thought in determining the laws  by 
which the world operates. As such, subjectivity is  eliminated from the research 
process, and the researcher is detached from his observations. The researcher 
typically forms an a priori model of the phenomenon to be investigated and 
subsequently derives hypotheses to be tested empirically. Knowledge progresses 
when the hypotheses are supported in a variety of contexts and conditions, when 
predictions can be explained. 
Interpretive research assumes that reality can be explained through many subjective 
interpretations, and thus cannot be studied objectively. Reality and phenomena are 
socially constructed and embedded in the context, frames of reference and meanings 
given to it by people. Interpretive research stems from hermeneutics and 
phenomenology, and aims  to understand and analyze subjective interpretations of 
reality and phenomena and their consequences (Myers, 1997; Robey, 1994). The 
interpretive researcher does not begin with a priori hypotheses but focuses  on the 
emergence of models within the complexity of the phenomenon and context studied. 
As a result, the researcher is  embedded within the study, and negotiates  his 
interpretation into an analysis  of the phenomenon. New knowledge is  based on the 
discovery, communication and understanding of a phenomenon through the 
researcher’s  interpretation, making the realization and acknowledgment of prior 
assumptions of the world important. 
Lastly, the critical school of thought assumes reality is  cemented in its historical 
construction, produced by people, but also oppressing people with mechanisms that 
preserve the status quo (Ngwenyama, 1991). The purpose of inquiry and knowledge 
is therefore to unveil the nature of such mechanisms, not necessarily by examining 
negative situations and phenomena, but by focusing on contradictions and 
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inequalities in society. Rather than based his study deeply within a specific context, 
as in the interpretive school, the critical research must question broader aspects 
possibly related to a phenomenon, including social, cultural, economic and political 
environments, without bias. The result of critical studies  aims to highlight the nature 
of suppressive mechanisms and provide knowledge through alternative concepts 
and practices as a stepping stone for an alternative reality. Critical research is 
subjective (and in a sense, interpretive) in the manner that its  contributions are not 
based solely on logic and scientific analyses, but it rejects  the notion that 
explanations strictly lie within the phenomena studied.
3.2 Logical Reasoning and Methods
Scientific investigation and inquiry is based on logical reasoning. The philosophical 
underpinnings of a researcher affect both his methods of reasoning as well as 
methods for conducting research. Typically, reasoning can be categorized in 
deductive or inductive approaches. Deductive approaches begin with the formation 
of a structured theory and a set of hypotheses to test that theory. As observations 
are made, specific data is  collected to confirm or reject the hypotheses and thus the 
theory. Inductive reasoning works from the ‘bottom’ up, starting with observations 
and data to recognize general patterns, which lead to the formation of hypotheses 
and the development of theory.
The classifications  of research methods are varied, with one of the most common 
being the distinction between quantitative and qualitative research (Myers, 1997). 
Quantitative research aims  to  determine relationships by quantifying the effects  of 
one entity (the independent variable) on another (the dependent variable) within a 
population. Data is usually gathered using structured research instruments  and 
methods, such as surveys, and experiments, and is analyzed objectively using 
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numerical, mathematical and statistical modeling. The data is collected based on a 
representative sample of a population, and the conclusions can usually be replicated 
with high reliability. 
Qualitative research, broadly defined by Strauss and Corbin (1990, p. 17) as "any 
kind of research that produces findings not arrived at by means of statistical 
procedures  or other means of quantification", aims to understand phenomena from 
and within the perspective of its context and the entities embedded within it. Data is 
usually collected using less structured instruments, such as interviews and direct 
observation, with the researcher himself being the primary instrument, and tend to 
be more in-depth and flexible, based on the context at hand. The data is collected 
through small sample sizes that do not represent the population, and the results 
may not be easily replicated in different contexts. Analyses of the observed 
phenomenon tend to  be subjective in nature, based on the interpretation of the 
researcher. However, qualitative research accounts for the complexity and dynamism 
embedded in real world contexts. 
Qualitative research results in different kinds of knowledge from quantitative 
research. The debates  regarding the better taxonomy to adopt are endless - both 
schools having fundamental differences. Patton (1990) argues that the 
appropriateness of the methodology should be the primary criteria for judging its 
use and quality in a study. The choice of a suitable research method may, therefore, 
stem from the combination of the philosophical assumptions  made by the 
researcher, the nature of reasoning, the questions being asked, the type of access to 
the data and how the data can be effectively analyzed to reach sound conclusions. 
A positivist approach lends  itself to deductive thought processes, starting with a set 
of hypotheses to be confirmed or rejected in light of a previously developed theory. 
An interpretive approach, on the other hand, lends itself to inductive reasoning, 
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where patterns of observations in particular context can lead to the formation of a 
new theory or provide insights onto an existing one. A common misconception is 
that deductive reasoning cannot be achieved through qualitative methods, while 
inductive reasoning cannot be accomplished through quantitative methods. While in 
practice, there is some truth in this generalization, it is far from definitive. Many 
case studies (a qualitative method) in Information Systems literature, for example, 
are conducted through positivist approaches (and thus  deductive reasoning). In fact, 
both qualitative and quantitative methods can be used to address  various research 
settings - quantitative studies can be exploratory in nature, and qualitative research 
can be used to confirm hypotheses. Again, debates  exist arguing the use of both 
methods within the study.
Thus, deciding on philosophical assumptions and choosing a suitable research 
methodology is not as easy task – there are no fixed rules to  guide the endeavor, 
making it “more a craft than a slavish adherence to … rules” (Miles & Huberman, 
1994, p. 5). The following section proposes a methodology for this  study, and 
conjoins the various elements and factors involved to describe and justify the 
method. 
3.3 The Interpretive Case Study
The intention of this study is to examine how  organizations can face the demands of 
internal and external environmental pressures. An interpretive case study approach 
is presented here as the most appropriate method for this  study based on two 
primary reasons – (i) routines and capabilities  represent relatively underdeveloped 
concepts, with few empirical investigations explicating these theoretical constructs, 
and (ii) the study of organizational capabilities and routines requires  inductive 
methods to  understand behaviors as they are enacted in their context (Becker, 
2005a).
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A qualitative approach is justified on a number of issue. In qualitative research, the 
focus lies in understanding ‘real’ situations  and phenomena in their naturally 
occurring settings. Such research can be used to  understand a phenomenon that is 
not known, or gain new insights or information on phenomena that is already known 
or where it is difficult to express quantitatively (Patton, 1990). As  data is collected 
from within the context (as opposed to via phone or mail, as  in the case of 
quantitative surveys), the understanding of the phenomenon is bounded in its 
preserved context, providing local groundedness. Furthermore, qualitative research 
allows for flexibility in the means and timing of data collection as the study 
proceeds. This flexibility permits the researcher to understand the phenomenon in 
depth and pursue various aspects of it, as the study progresses. The data provided 
in such investigations is rich and holistic, allowing complex phenomena to  surface. 
Qualitative data collection is conducted over a sustained period of time, making the 
examination of processes, events and structures  open to questions of why and how 
(Miles & Huberman, 1994 Yin 1994).  
Within the school of qualitative research, many methods  exist to guide researchers 
in their investigation. Among these methods, action research, case study research, 
ethnography and grounded theory are common in IS literature (Myers, 1997). 
An interpretative (Klein and Myers, 1999) case study approach is suggested here. 
Apart from the qualities of qualitative research mentioned above, as  a research 
method, the case study is  suitable in a variety of studies  (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 
2007), for example in conducting exploratory, descriptive and explanatory studies 
(Yin, 1994). The case study method is  particularly useful when observations need to 
be explained in their natural settings, when handling “sticky, practice based 
problems where the experiences  of the actors are important and the context of 
action critical” (Benbasat, et. al., 1987, p. 369), and when the object of study is  a 
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specific, unique bounded system with patterned behaviors (Stake, 2000). 
Furthermore, the method is useful when the investigator has no control over the 
events or resulting phenomenon, and where there are more variables of interest than 
there are data points. A case study is also useful in studying contemporary 
phenomena, as opposed to historical ones. The case study allows the researcher to 
answer questions of why and how in depth, providing an understanding of the 
processes  involved in the phenomenon and its inherent complexities (Benbasat, et. 
al., 1987). Case study methods  are the most common used form of qualitative 
research in information systems studies and have been advocated because of the 
shifting focus in the field from technical to  organizational issues  (Myers, 1997; 
Benbasat, et. al., 1987).  
While single case studies are purposeful in representing critical cases (that support 
or refute theories and propositions), exemplary cases  (where the phenomenon 
observed is unique or extreme), or revelatory cases (where phenomena could not 
previously be accessed) (Yin, 1994), they are characterized by a lack of breadth and 
generalizability (Larsen and Myers, 1999).  Yin (1994) suggests  the use of multiple 
case studies to  provide replication logic, allowing for theories to be tested at various 
sites, as opposed to sampling logic. Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007) advocate a 
recursive process that cycles case data, emergent theory and existing literature to 
build objective theories  using the case study method. This study presents  and 
analyzes two cases, first individually (within-case analysis) and subsequently 
holistically (cross-case analysis).
The case study method is also deemed particularly suitable for this research study 
because deductive methods may be unsuitable to examine organizational behaviors 
such as routines and capabilities (Becker, 2005a). Furthermore, in the development 
of the construct, routines have been most effectively been operationalized by 
examining how work is produced (work process) as opposed to traditional views that 
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examine what is  produced (work content). In this operationalization, four descriptive 
and analytical stages are used to examine routines  (Becker, 2005b, Becker, et. al., 
2005, Pentland and Feldman, 2005):
• Describing their content, actors, goals, artifacts and context, to  understand 
which processes are taking place;
• Describing the way the processes are accomplished, breaking them down into 
their various moves, and taxonomizing these moves in a hierarchy;
• Separately analyzing sequences of moves to represent possible combinations 
of actions;
• Identifying the constraints  of these moves and the ways their elements can 
be recombined for economizing combinations.
Given the richness  of data and understanding of context required to achieve this  in-
depth examination of routines, the case study method coupled with observations is 
suggested as the most appropriate research method.
3.4 Selecting the Cases
While there may be utility in strategically selecting a case that is representative or 
typical of a population, case study research is not sampling research, and thus the 
choice of a case should not primarily be made on its  ability to represent a 
population. Instead, researchers  should employ information-oriented sampling 
(rather than random sampling) when selecting cases, where cases are selected based 
on the expectations of their information content (Flyvbjerg, 2006). Cases should also 
be selected based on their capacity to  maximize what researchers can learn from 
them, given limitations in the researcher’s  time, resources  and abilities (Stake, 1995). 
For instance, choosing a case site  is often made difficult by a host of issues, 
including securing access and the suitability of the research design (King and 
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Applegate, 1997). As  a result, cases  should be selected where subjects  are willing to 
participate with ease (Stake, 1995).
Case sites can be selected based on their intrinsic value, instrumentality to a study 
or as part of a collection of cases  (Stake, 2000). Intrinsic case studies  are undertaken 
to shed insight into a particular case because of the existence of some exemplary or 
unique characteristics. Instrumental cases are motivated primarily by the 
researcher’s desire to  provide understanding into an issue or to draw 
generalizations. While the case is studied and scrutinized in-depth, its purpose is to 
support the external interest of the researcher. An instrumental case does not need 
to defend its typicality. A collective case is  one that is part of number of cases, 
jointly studied to investigate a phenomenon.  
Studies at two case organizations are presented in this  thesis. The first, Alexandra 
Hospital, represented an opportunity to study an organization facing several internal 
and external changes  in a highly competitive healthcare environment, and was thus 
considered a suitable instrumental case for this  study. In recent years, the hospital 
has been corporatized and restructured to meet the increasingly sophisticated 
demands of Singapore’s healthcare industry. More noteworthy however is the 
challenge issued to its management by the Singapore government to lead the country 
in changing the paradigm of public healthcare, from its  current largely bureaucratic 
form to a more patient-centric one. Confronted with increasing competition from 
both public and private healthcare institutions, its recent restructuring and 
incorporation, and global and local healthcare reforms, Alexandra Hospital is 
arguably facing several dynamic changes, both internal and external. To meet these 
changes, the organization has undertaken a number of initiatives to become a ‘hassle 
free’ and patient-centric hospital. These changes  represent a fundamental 
transformation in the organization’s capabilities  as it paves the way for changes in 
Singapore’s  healthcare industry. While a number of these initiatives were technology-
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based, they involved significant changes to the routines of staff in various 
departments in the hospital and the overall capabilities of the hospital. These efforts 
afforded the opportunity to study Alexandra Hospital as a suitable case for this 
research.
The second case site, the Immigration and Checkpoints Authority of Singapore (ICA), 
represented a second opportunity to  study an organization undergoing severe 
environmental pressures to change. Charged with with the dual roles of managing all 
forms of national identity matters (from citizenship to tourists) and border security, 
ICA experienced extremely turbulent operating environments with recent global 
events, such as the outbreak of SARS and bird flu (and other diseases potential 
spread by travelers), and the September 11th attacks in New  York. Coupled with local 
pressures of a growing population demanding faster and more convenient services, 
ICA was forced to realize that a stable environment was not likely to emerge in the 
near future. To meet these challenges, the organization underwent several changes 
through initiatives aimed at streamlining their organizational processes and routines 
to free up resources to be used at the most appropriate times, and in the most 
appropriate ways, increasing the capabilities of the organization to deal with current 
and future global and national threats more flexibly. These efforts afforded the 
opportunity to study ICA as a suitable case for this research.
3.5 Data Collection
Data at both sites  was  collected using a variety of techniques to  triangulate the 
evidence, as well as  to ensure its  accuracy (Yin, 1994). Access to the AH case site was 
negotiated during the period of March to May 2006, where a clearer understanding 
of study’s objectives  and focus were developed by both researchers as well as the 
gatekeepers to the case site. The majority of the data was subsequently collected 
during the period of June to January 2007. Similarly, access to  the ICA case site was 
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negotiated during the period of November to February 2009, with data collected 
between March and August 2009.
Of the various data collection techniques  typically available to  case study researcher 
(Eisenhardt, 1989), the use of systematic, face-to-face semi-structured interviews 
with organizational participants was predominant in this  study, where the context, 
setting and informants  were clearly identified prior to the interviews. To capture 
appropriate data on resources, routines  and capabilities, the interviews focused on 
collecting a large amount of information on the hows of informants’ work (the 
constructive activities involved in producing work at AH and ICA), the whats (the 
everyday activities), informants’ personal opinions  (Fontana and Frey, 1994; Fontana 
and Frey, 2000) and the process changes in their initiatives. To maintain the 
groundedness  of the data, efforts were taken to ensure the interviews did not 
attempt to enforce any a prior categorization on the data. Instead, the interviews 
were conducted with the aim of understanding rather than explaining the activities 
and changes in the context of case organizations. In the majority of interviews at AH, 
initial questions  were general and focused on the informant’s background and 
experience in order to ‘break the ice’ (Fontana and Frey, 2000). Subsequent questions 
were typically focused on more specific areas of data, and occasionally questions 
were asked to validate and verify data obtained from previous interviews. Leveraging 
on the study at AH, the majority of interviews at ICA were more focused on the 
initiatives and changes the organization initiated to deal with pressures to change.
At AH, a total of 12 interviews were conducted (see Table 3-1), resulting in 
approximately 17 hours of data. The interviews were conducted with a variety of 
informants from throughout the organization, ranging from senior and middle 
management (2 informants), project managers  (3 informants), heads of departments 
(2 informants), doctors (1 informant), senior nurses (2 informants) and front-line 
staff (2 informants). The informants stemmed from a variety of backgrounds and 
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seniority in Alexandra Hospital. The data collected thus represents the perspectives 
of various  stake-holders in the initiatives examined. At ICA, a total of 11 interviews 
were conducted (see Table 3-1), resulting in approximately 15 hours of rich data. 
Interviews mostly spanned senior and middle management (6 informants), including 
department, project and technical heads, as well as users (5 informants). 
Approximately half of the interviews  were conducted in groups, where informants 
were working on the same initiative/project. This was done at the request of the 
gatekeeper for two reasons. Firstly, informants  were located at various offices and 
border checkpoints  around Singapore, rather than in a single facility, posing 
scheduling problems for the organization.    As  interviews could only be conducted 
at their headquarters for security purposes, interviews were set to  coincide with 
informants other schedules that brought them to the headquarters. Secondly, group 
interviews allowed a complete understanding of the phenomenon to be obtained 
accurately, albeit quickly, thus avoiding the need for several subsequent interviews 
to verify information. During the interviews, informants often verified information 
from their different perspectives, in sequence, allowing a richer picture to develop as 
they communicated with both the interviewers  and each other. In both cases, all 
interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim for reference and storage 
purposes. As interviews were conducted, field notes were taken, particularly 
highlighting contradictions  or reinforcements of observations made during the 
investigation. 
Category of Interviews at AH Category of Interviews at ICA
Top & Senior Management 4 Top & Senior Management 3
Middle Management 4 Middle Management 3
Executives and End Users 4 Executives and End Users 5
Table 3-1: Division of interviewees for data collection
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The interview data was complemented and triangulated by a variety of other sources. 
Yin (1994) suggests 5 sources of data apart from interviews - documents, archival 
records, direct observations, participant observations and physical artifacts. Among 
the primary sources of data obtained from AH are detailed direct observations made 
during opportunities to tour public  and restricted areas to study the initiatives 
undertaken at the hospital as well as  view how work is performed in hospital wards. 
During these occasions, photographs were also taken to  supplement the visits. 
Sources  secondary data included publicly available organizational documents, 
external and internal presentations, publicly available videos, organizational 
diagrams, publicly accessible news articles and hospital publications. The secondary 
data provided the opportunity to highlight and clarify discrepancies found in the 
data with participants, and reinforced the accuracy of data collected. The early 
stages  of data collection revolved around obtaining information on the 
organization’s background, structure, recent incorporation and the changes  facing 
the healthcare industry. At the same time, a general view was  obtained of the various 
initiatives  undertaken and changes  made by Alexandra Hospital to meet the 
objectives  of the healthcare reforms. This served to  focus subsequent interviews  as 
well as identify potential informants for further data collection. Data collection 
progressively revolved around each initiative and the changes made, with interviews 
increasing focused in their content and discussion.
The investigation at ICA was heavily supplemented by internal and external 
documentation, including organizational design documents, project documents, 
progress presentations conducted for internal and external parties, tender proposals 
and detailed project requirements. This secondary data was obtained early in the 
negotiation process, and the data allowed for more structured questioning regarding 
managerial aspects  of the initiatives. Similar to the process  at AH, data collection 




There are numerous ways to  analyze the various classes  of qualitative data. 
Narratives, interview  responses  and other forms of free-flowing text are typically 
analyzed by using the raw text itself (e.g. key words, semantic network analysis) or 
by reducing the text to codes (e.g. grounded theory, analytic induction). The latter is 
adopted as  an analytical method in this study. The act of coding permits the 
researcher to understand and make sense of continuous blocks  of text in the 
collected data. Ryan and Bernard (2000) highlight that coding consists of 6 steps, 
namely, sampling, identifying themes, building codebooks, marking texts, 
constructing models and testing the models.
The data analysis process began with the researcher identifying several themes 
(abstract constructs) from the transcribed interviews and secondary data. The 
identification of these began with general themes derived from literature (Miles and 
Huberman, 1994), but grew to  include context-specific  themes and sub-themes that 
emerged from the case data over the period of investigation. As the study 
progressed, themes were continuously added and edited to reveal new 
understanding in the collected data.
The themes were subsequently refined for coding, which was  achieved by assigning 
codes to continuous sections  of data with the aim of categorizing the data and 
revealing the emergence of patterns that may exist within it. The purpose of the 
coding was  to describe the phenomena discovered in the course of the case studies, 
and more importantly, to develop an understanding of it from the perspective of the 
informants. As more refined categories  and codes  were identified, axial coding was 
used to link various categories with their subcategories (Charmaz, 2000) and 
selective coding was employed to  identify a central category. At this stage, several 
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attempts were iteratively made to link the various  code categories  together in a 
model around the central category, as well as compare and contrast them with each 
other to  form a clearer understanding of the cases, their context, and similarities 
and differences.
The data for each case was subsequently organized chronologically, and is presented 
in the subsequent chapter with direct quotes from respondents that attempt to 
highlight the various emergent themes and categories. Subsequently, Chapter 5 
presents  the analysis of the data, first at the individual case level, then at the cross-
case level, and finally its discussion and implications.
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4. CASE DESCRIPTIONS
Before presenting an analysis of the case studies on Alexandra Hospital (AH) and the 
Immigration & Checkpoints  Authority of Singapore (ICA), this  chapter presents their 
narrative descriptions, as a means of “establishing the evidence base necessary to 
inform the development of theory” through the subsequent analysis  (Schostak, 2006, 
p. 145).
4.1 Case Study 1: Alexandra Hospital
4.1.1 Introduction
Alexandra Hospital (AH) is a public acute-care hospital in Singapore, providing 
comprehensive head-to-toe healthcare services. The 400-bed hospital prides itself on 
providing innovative, patient-centric  and personalized care, amidst its tranquil 
garden environment. Despite its relatively small size (larger hospitals  in Singapore 
are approximately three times  its size), AH has obtained numerous awards and 
accreditations since 2001, including ISO 9001 certification (2001), Singapore's Public 
Service Award for Organizational Excellence (2002), the Singapore Quality Class 
accreditation (2002), the Singapore HEALTH Award (2002-2004), and the Joint 
Commission International (JCI) accreditation (2005). The hospital has also piloted a 
number of healthcare service innovations, such as the use of multimedia messaging 
(MMS) for post-surgery injury diagnosis, remote patient registration via Short 
Messaging (SMS), and an internet-based Accident & Emergency web-cam queue 
viewer.
Prior to  2001, however, the hospital's  track record was peppered with mixed success. 
First established in 1938 as a British military hospital for use during World War II, 
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AH was  one of Singapore's most modern hospitals until the 1970s. In 1971, 
operations and management of the hospital were handed over to the Singapore 
government. Due to the continuous upgrading of other hospitals  with modern 
equipment, AH's outmoded facilities soon led to  a significant and sustained decline 
in patient volume. A turnaround occurred after 2000, when AH became incorporated 
as a member of the National Healthcare Group Pte. Ltd. (NHG), at which time a new 
management team was introduced and the hospital’s  campus and medical facilities 
were upgraded as  part of a large restructuring exercise to evaluate the hospital's 
operations and better meet patients' needs. The restructuring was a tremendous 
success, and in 2005, the organization treated approximately 21,000 in-patient and 
235,000 out-patient cases.
4.1.1.1 Healthcare Reforms in Singapore
The restructuring of Alexandra Hospital was part of the extensive reforms to 
Singapore's  healthcare industry during the period 1985-2000. Prior to 2001, 
Singapore's public hospitals  were owned and managed by the Ministry of Health 
(MOH), the government body overseeing the development and provision of primary 
and tertiary public health services. Formed in 1965, MOH primarily focused on 
assimilating the established post-WWII British-governed healthcare services into the 
newly independent Singapore government's  healthcare vision, as well as on 
expanding medical services to meet the demands of the growing population. Under 
the governance of MOH in this period, healthcare services  were centralized at 
general hospitals  and inundated with bureaucratic  operations, leading to significant 
overcrowding and unresponsiveness  (Lim, 2005; Lim, 1998). In the 1980s, MOH re-
examined healthcare policies, determining that the government would continue 
subsidizing health care to keep it affordable, but placed the responsibility of health 
and well-being on the individual through the introduction of a healthcare financing 
system. The result of this enforced shared responsibility system was a gradual shift 
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of the financial burden of healthcare from the government to the private sector (Lim, 
2005). The system is  currently regarded as one of the best in the world by the World 
Health Organization.
To meet the increasing demands  on the healthcare system, MOH began 
decentralizing service provision in the 1980s, eventually evolving into  what is 
Singapore's present healthcare value chain (Figure 4-1). Currently, primary care, 
consisting mainly of outpatient treatment, preventive healthcare and health 
education, is  provided by 18 government outpatient polyclinics and 2,000 private 
general practitioners (GPs). The private GPs  account for 80%  of the primary health 
care services provided to patients. Acute care is provided by 29 hospitals  and 
specialty centers, in which 72%  of capacity is  provided by the public sector where the 
various hospitals each house between 185 to 2,064 beds.
Figure 4-1: Singapore’s Healthcare Value Chain
With considerable competition from the private sector attracting affluent patients 
from Singapore and around the South East Asia region, MOH sought to  re-capture 
these revenue streams by undertaking a major reorganization of the public 
healthcare system in the late 1990s. The reorganization sought to  introduce the 
necessary management skills  and investment into public health organizations to 
make them attractive to wealthier patients, while maintaining affordable services. As 
part of the exercise, each public healthcare organization was restructured to operate 
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as  an independent corporation. The management of each organization was 
subsequently handed over to Singapore Health Services (SingHealth) or the National 
Healthcare Group (NHG). SingHealth and NHG, which were in turn incorporated in 
2000 but wholly owned by the Singapore government, represent the two vertically 
integrated delivery networks through which public healthcare services are provided 
in Singapore. The clustering of organizations under SingHealth and NHG was  done 
geographically, and aimed to increase cooperation among the organizations within 
each cluster, take advantage of scale economies, as  well as promote competition 
between the clusters.
Alexandra Hospital was  restructured and incorporated in October 2000 to provide it 
greater flexibility, and its management was handed over to the NHG. The new 
management strived to raise the hospital's  image, which was entrenched in public 
eyes as a one-star hospital with its  60-year old colonial buildings  and outdated 
facilities. Taking a holistic patient-centric  approach to service provision and the 
hospital environment, facilities were continuously upgraded over time. The 
management benchmarked AH against globally renowned healthcare facilities  such 
as the Mayo Clinic and Kameda Medical Centre, and adapted best practices from a 
variety of industries, including transportation, tourism, food & beverage and 
automotive manufacturing. The efforts culminated in marked improvements, with 
the hospital being ranked first in Singapore for patient satisfaction in both 2004 and 
2005. 
4.1.1.2 The Challenge of the Hassle Free Hospital
In 2001, MOH charged the management of the newly restructured AH with another 
task - that of opening a new hospital facility in Yishun (in the north of Singapore) 
and relocating AH by 2009. In a 2004 parliamentary address, the Minister of Health 
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challenged AH to envision this new facility as a 'hassle-free hospital’ and as a model 
for the future of healthcare provision in Singapore:
"Traditionally, we have designed hospitals to push efficiency for doctors 
and nurses, which I think should continue. But along the way, we may 
have neglected patients… [To the management of AH] Build a hospital 
where patients will be treated as you would wish for yourself or your 
loved one. To meet this challenge, the hospital will have to be designed 
with patients unambiguously at the centre of focus, with technology 
fully exploited for the benefit and convenience of patients. It will be a 
hospital which is well-linked to the polyclinics, GPs and nursing homes 
in the neighborhood, and to which the patients can be transferred 
seamlessly and in a way that makes the most sense to them. It will be a 
hassle-free hospital."
With the dual-role of restructuring AH and planning for the new facility, top 
management decided to undertake both tasks  at the existing facility, rather than 
waiting for the relocation to implement the hassle-free paradigm. Alexandra 
Hospital's Operations Department was primarily charged with examining and 
facilitating the necessary changes to make the hospital hassle-free. The challenge 
was not a simple one - it was not merely changes in processes, but in the entire 
paradigm of healthcare provision from the hospital's perspective. The new focus on 
patients meant a shift away from the staff and administration of the hospital as the 
traditional focal point of the hospital’s  administration, as stressed by the Director of 
Operations:
"Basically how we lay it out is 'patients first'. So it’s a bit different from 
some institutions where doctors have a lot of say. It’s no longer at [the 
hospital's] convenience, it's at [the patient's] convenience! The whole 
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service paradigm changes! The value chain will be focusing on the 
patient, and what the patient wants. We are talking about healthcare as 
a whole - it is not about a particular disease centre here and there." 
AH's  top management quickly embraced and propagated the paradigm throughout 
the organization, as a Project Specialist from the Operations Department shared. Top 
management did not wish to wait for the hassle free philosophy to  be put in place at 
a new facility when patients could benefit from it earlier, either at AH or another 
hospital. Embracing the vision earlier would also cultivate a correct culture among 
the staff sooner:
"Our CEO has this model of putting the patient at the centre. And this is 
actually recognized by the staff. We continue to think that way, you 
know, eventually everyone says, 'Hey, it’s not about me, it’s about the 
greater'. He doesn’t mind people replicating [what we are doing]. He 
puts himself in the shoes of the patient."
The Director of Operations explained that AH's strategy was to use the current 
campus as  a test bed for experimenting, implementing and fine-tuning practices and 
processes  before relocating to the new facility, starting with the underlying 
processes and technologies:
"We are looking first at the fundamental infrastructure. Under the 
hassle-free hospital project, we try to pull all the necessary 
experimentations in place here [at the existing facility], so that we can 
move it to the new hospital in Yishun. It is a way we'll try out something, 
and if it works, then the other can replicate it."
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To meet the objectives  of the hassle free vision, AH embarked on a variety of 
initiatives  that focused on making the hospital's processes  more patient-centric, with 
the aim of 'wowing' their patients with a remarkable experience. The first objective 
was seemingly modest - to  shorten waiting times for patients  and to minimize the 
number of times patients needed to return to the hospital, thus  reducing the hassle 
for patients. However, as a member of the Operations unit stated, the impact of 
these small improvements could not be understated as they would have significant 
ramifications on the paradigm of healthcare provision. Using the example of their 
newly introduced MMS Wound Care service that allows post-surgical patients  to  send 
MMS images of their wounds to  nurses to check for infections, the employee shared 
the changes  in paradigm that this had brought, including putting the patient ahead 
of potential revenues:
"You see, people don’t understand. When a person comes for wound 
care, he has to do registration; he has to do all those things. All these 
things consume resources and manpower. To consume these resources, 
our back office has to get the files ready, etc. And the patient has to hop 
into a car or taxi, so that kind of costs are incurred. So we tell them, 
before you actually need to come, why don’t you send an MMS to us? Let 
our nurse look at the pictures and do a preliminary analysis of whether 
there is a need to come or don’t come. You see, in this case, there is a 
revenue loss for us because we cannot charge them. But on the other 
hand, we free [resources] up. So actually it’s a paradox."
Thus, the hassle free paradigm posed a substantial challenge to  AH, which being a 
relatively small hospital, had limited financial and manpower resources to 
implement changes. Adopting concepts  from the Toyota Production System (TPS), 
the approach of the Operations Department was to identify significant hassles, 
examine the related key processes, identify changes  that could be made to align the 
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process to the hassle free vision and test the changes on a small scale before 
implementing them on a larger scale. This  cycle of activities was performed quickly, 
making small changes, but repeated iteratively until the process was ‘hassle free’. 
The Director of Operations elaborates on this  Rapid Process  Improvement (RPI) 
approach and the problem of resources:
"We recognize that we are small and don’t have the critical mass to do 
these things - because everything is just nice, just right. It is easy to buy 
[solutions when you have financial resources]. Out of necessity, we 
become creative to compensate for our lack of resources. We have 
standards, technology trends, and the processes - we reengineer, so 
there is this whole thing moving. Then we start to explore multiple 
iterations of things. [We start] looking, and if it's wrong, we throw it 
away, and start again. So a lot of energy required."
From the onset, the driving force of process changes was increasing value to  the 
patients by listening to  them and to  staff, and not by implementing current best 
practices  and IT solutions, which AH regarded as  a wrong approach for the 
paradigm. An Operations Department member shared AH's approach to  using 
technology: 
"Unlike other hospitals, we hear from the nurses’ mouths. Other 
hospitals implement the IT then change the workflow. Here, we change 
the workflow first, then implement IT. Because we feel that our IT 
should be used to enable, not the other way round."
Like the MMS Wound Care Service, initiatives revolved around reducing patient 
waiting times and the number of times patients needed to visit the hospital. The 
most prominent of these initiatives was  focused on the hospital's  Accident and 
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Emergency (A&E) room, and subsequently on how the hospital admitted and 
discharged patients.
4.1.2 Changes at the Department of Emergency Medicine
Patients  that visit Alexandra Hospital fall into  two general categories  - those with 
appointments  and those in need of urgent care. While patients with appointments 
visit the hospital's various Specialized Outpatient Clinics  (SOC), those without 
appointments  or in need or urgent care visit the hospital's A&E room. One of the 
first changes made toward the hassle free hospital involved patient procedures at 
the A&E room. 
The A&E room was regarded as a strategic  area in the hassle free vision because it 
was the first encounter with the hospital for many patients, and represented the 
front-line of the service experience. Furthermore, its  operations were complex as it 
had to be able to handle varying patient loads and medical care needs, from the 
typical daily load of between 160 and 200 patients, to larger loads  during times of 
disaster or situations  with mass casualties. The operations  of the A&E room at AH 
are overseen by the Department of Emergency Medicine (DEM), which comprises  of 
teams of doctors, nurses  and support staff providing around-the-clock service to 
patients with a variety of urgent healthcare needs. A nurse from the DEM describes 
the three general patient categories at the A&E:
"We've got 3 groups of patients. One is the 'sick walking', meaning they 
are able to walk. The [second] comes in a trolley - they are relatively 
more ill. And the [last group] must be seen immediately, straight into 
the resus [resuscitation] room. Of these 3 categories, we see a fairly high 
number of the sick walking, [but] sometimes a certain percentage of this 
group of patients will placed in the second category, [meaning they are] 
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relatively more ill. [For example] we see cases of heart attack coming in 
a taxi."
These categories form a natural priority in the urgency for healthcare services. The 
majority of 'sick walking' patients (the lowest priority) in the A&E room would 
typically take 3-4 hours to complete their A&E visit, with the majority of their time 
spent waiting. The process began when a patient arriving at the A&E registered at the 
reception desk with a clerk - an activity which included filling up comprehensive 
forms and deciding on how payment would be made. Due to the number of options 
available (e.g. healthcare financing, cash, medical insurance), this  activity could 
become complicated for some patients. 
Once registered, the patient would proceed to  wait for a triage assessment by a 
nurse. At this stage, nurses  would interview patients to obtain a brief medical 
history and some relevant information, make an initial assessment of the patient's 
injury or illness, as  well as take measurements, such as the patient's temperature 
and blood pressure. Nurses  would also prioritize the urgency of the patient's  needs 
on a 4-point scale (P1 to P4). These details would be written into the patient's 
medical record and subsequently used by doctors during diagnosis. After triage was 
completed, the patient would begin a waiting period for consultation with an A&E 
doctor. The number of A&E doctors available at any time depended significantly on 
the types  of cases in the A&E. Doctors may be operating on patients with severe 
injuries in the resus or consultation rooms, limiting the number of doctors available 
to examine lower priority cases.
During the consultation, the patient would undergo an examination by a doctor, 
which typically resulted in one of two treatment options. The patient would either 
need to undergo a test or lab procedure (such as a blood test or an x-ray) or would 
be referred to  a nurse for other care, such as  injections or wound cleaning and 
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dressing. Patients that were directed for tests or procedures would need to proceed 
to another room, where they would wait for the test to be carried out. Subsequently, 
they would proceed, once again, to wait for a post-treatment consultation with the 
doctor once the test results were ready.
After completing these activities, the patient would be discharged from the A&E, 
either to be admitted into the hospital for further care or to make an appointment 
with one of the SOCs for follow-up care. While the latter involves discharging the 
patient from the hospital completely, the former triggers another process  with the 
hospital's  admission desk and Bed Management Unit (BMU) to locate a bed in a 
suitable ward for the patient, process the patient for admission, and transport the 
patient to the ward in question. 
This A&E process  was the target of combined efforts by the Operations Department 
and the DEM. In February 2005, the departments  together formed a project team, led 
by the Head of the DEM, to work on changing the process at the DEM by approaching 
it on two fronts. At each stage of the process, the team identified the hassles 
experienced by patients, and simultaneously, examined the policies, structure and 
systems the hospital used that contributed toward these hassles  (see Table 4-1). This 
was supplemented by data collected from focus groups conducted with hospital 
patients regarding their experiences. The team also  relied significantly on the A&E 
staff to provide a bottom-up approach to the issues facing staff. One of the key 
observations was patients were dissatisfied with the long waiting time. A senior 
nurse in the project team elaborates on this issue:
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Table 4-1: Patient ‘hassles’ at various points of the process
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"It takes a lot of steps, and everything is slow. So we have to look at 
what is the problem. So we go on and on at each point of contact. And 
when a patient has to go to the ward, [the DEM] have to phone and ask 
the [ward]: 'Do you have beds?', 'Has the bed got an oxygen tank or 
not?' - got this and that? While we are doing this, the patient is actually 
waiting, so that is not too good. So it takes a long time for the patient to 
finish the whole flow."
The long waiting time was a characteristic of the lack of tight coordination of 
information and work flow, primarily because the reigning paradigm was  not 
focused on the patient. Instead, it was focused on each separate stage or department 
(e.g. triage, consultation, tests, pharmacy, specialized clinics, etc), as clarified by the 
Director of Operations:
"Traditionally, if you go to any hospital, you have to wait at one clinic, 
and then go and wait at another clinic. Why? Because the one 
information system here is too specialized, they have their own queues. 
Wah, wonderful job! It’s not patient-centric! It’s decision-centric - 'my job 
is easier, sorry this is your problem'. Patient-centric means I look at 
patients and which one is available, and we will just marshal them 
accordingly, so that they have the shortest time queuing. But that 
doesn’t mean impeding on the activities of the patients. It’s a balance."
The key to a hassle free process, to the Director, was to have a holistic approach to 
managing the patients, whether at the A&E or the SOCs. In this approach, the 
coordination of care would be handled by the Operations Department, who  would 
look at patient care "globally" rather than "episodically":
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"The doctors will treat the patients, and they are very happy doing their 
job. The operations people make sure all the things are well-
coordinated, and things don’t get jammed up here and there. For 
patients, I want to get out quickly. So just by tweaking and looking at 
things differently, all the stake-holders can be satisfied, if we only take a 
step back [to re-examine the process]. Because traditionally, our look at 
things is very episodic. Right now, we try to take a step back and look at 
the patient at the hospital level, especially if they have multiple disease 
requirements. We try to streamline for them into a single-day 
appointment."
The paradigm change in control was not a significant issue for the combined DEM-
Operations  project team, as a member of the project team pointed out, because the 
patient-centric vision was diffused throughout the organization:
"I think everybody here has a common interest. And the collaboration, I 
personally feel, between the clinical side and the administration side, is 
very close, simply because everybody here thinks 'I am here to serve our 
patients'. This synergizes everybody to work together. "
The project team examined the process  from a patient-centric view, aligning the 
requirements of the DEM with those of the patients. The result was  the blueprint of a 
new A&E process that promised to minimize waiting time for patients as well as cut 
down on the flow of paperwork in the hospital, making the experience for both 
patients and staff relatively hassle free and smoother. To facilitate these benefits, 
the new process required the tight coordination of patients, staff and services, and 
the exchange of information between the various  stages of the process. This 
coordination would be enabled by a department-wide DEM information system, built 
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atop an Electronic Medical Record (EMR) system that would store patient records, 
histories and treatments.
The new process would work in the following way: Aside from walking in, patients 
would also be able to  notify the hospital of their emergency via phone or SMS, while 
en route to  the A&E room. This early notification would allow  the A&E staff to 
register the patient, retrieve the EMR records of the patient, and prepare for their 
arrival, knowing what their emergency is. Upon arrival at the hospital, the patient 
would first see a senior doctor, rather than a nurse, for the initial assessment of 
their condition. Rather than having to take patient histories, doctors would have 
access to this information, past treatments and any relevant patient information 
through the EMR system.
The senior doctor would prioritize the patient's condition, immediately discharging 
low priority patients  with their prescriptions when possible, and queuing more 
difficult cases  for further consultation with other A&E doctors. Any treatment 
options or tests  would be expedited electronically using the EMR system. After the 
completion of tests, results would also  be sent back to the A&E doctors electronically 
through the EMR system. Such a system would cut down on the flow  of paperwork 
and its inherent delays.
After patients  requiring further consultation have completed their visit with A&E 
doctors, they would be discharged. Those requiring admission to  the hospital would 
be able to obtain beds immediately through a Bed Management System (BMS) 
implemented at the Bed Management Unit. Patients discharged from the hospital 
would have their prescriptions send to  the pharmacy via an e-ordering system, 
reducing the waiting and queuing time at the pharmacy.
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Throughout the process, the DEM system would monitor and track a patient's 
progress. Doctors, nurses and departments  would update the DEM system as 
patients progressed through the various stages, and at a single glance, doctors 
would be able to see how long patients had been waiting for treatment and attend to 
them accordingly, as the system would provide clear feedback on patient progress 
using color-codes.
The new process would therefore be a significantly improved and hassle free one. 
4.1.2.1 Implementing the Changes
The new process called for several changes, which were approached by the project 
team from both technological and non-technological perspectives. The project team 
began implementing these changes to the A&E room in late 2005 in stages, in-line 
with their Rapid Process Improvement practice, because the underlying changes 
represented shifts in the paradigm of health care service provision. The Director of 
Operations  explained, highlighting the importance of the acceptance of the new 
process and systems by ground staff:
"Sometimes we quote this phrase: 'Two small steps in quick succession'. 
Because if you do a quantum leap, it’s very hard. We test, build and 
iterate. Of course, it means at each iteration, we would have some time 
for users to test out and validate. And it is important for us because we 
are still validating the [underlying] concepts. We cannot wait for 12 
months later then start to show the users and users say sorry, this is not 
what I want - I think that would be disastrous! "
This rapid iterate-experiment approach proved to be useful when implementing and 
evaluating the early registration of patients prior to their arrival at A&E. The 
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objective of the new early registration was  to  eliminate waiting time when patients 
first arrived at the hospital. However, when testing the new activity of allowing 
patients to register prior to their arrival, the project team encountered issues 
aligning the hassle free vision to  health care provision because the queuing at the 
A&E needed to  be based on priorities, rather than arrival time. As a senior nurse 
explained:
"The patient will say, 'The department knows that I am coming - are you 
prepared or not? This is captured into the system. The moment the 
patient comes in, you actually know what he is here for, actually coming 
for what treatment. Another [thing they want] is to see the doctor 
straight away. But it's not practical. The thing is that A & E is walk in. 
You don’t have appointment times, but go by P1, P2, P3, P4 priorities."
As a result, subsequent iterations of the process changes did not include the early 
registration system. The capability, however, remains latent within the process as the 
project team continues  to  examine possible ways to improve the registration 
process.
The second change in the process - replacing the nurses’ triage with a doctor - aimed 
at reducing patient waiting. This was a significant change to  the patient process and 
one that was considered highly unorthodox and countered normal hospital practices 
in Singapore. A project manager from the Operations  Department compared the old 
process with the new, showing how the new practice changed the patient's 
experience:
"In the old days, I first have to wait for the nurse. Then I have to queue 
for the doctor. Then I may get junior doctor or a senior doctor. If the 
junior doctor is not sure of a case, he'll call a senior doctor. But now, it's 
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something like a filter. This is one of the 'wows' that we did - [patients 
are] able to see the doctor straightaway, he can assess you quickly and 
you can go off."
Aside from wowing patients, allowing a doctor to conduct initial patient assessments 
provided an operational improvement. The doctor chosen to conduct the initial 
assessment was usually a senior doctor, which allowed for the quick evaluating and 
prioritization of cases, and led to 30% of patients  being immediately discharged after 
their initial assessment, a much quicker and easier experience for patients.
The innovative idea to  place a senior doctor in the front-line of the A&E was  sparked 
from a visit by senior management to the Toyota production facility in Japan, where 
management observed how the Toyota Production System worked. A project team 
member shared how this applied to AH's hassle free vision:
"What [Toyota] did is they do not have some junior technicians at the 
front. Sometimes, visibly nothing is wrong. But when the senior 
technicians or engineers see the problem, they can tell straight away. So 
they tackle it straight away. But what do we do now? Go through the 
whole process. Then that wastes a lot of time. In the exercise we tried 
out, we found that we even gained more because these senior doctors 
know how to assess very fast, so those [patients] they can will just [be 
assessed]. And by doing so, we actually saved a lot of time."
The Director of Operations considered this  change a significant step towards the 
challenge of the hassle free hospital. The change was  an initial rapid improvement, 
but holds  the potential to  further increase operational efficiency in the DEM. As 
testing the change showed significant improvement, the issue was to scale the 
change to suit the A&E needs better. He shared these thoughts about the issue:
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"The question is, is there a role for senior physicians at the triage? [The 
DEM] actually put the most senior doctor to screen the patients first, 
rather than the nurse to do the work. That is actually the 
transformation of healthcare - the whole way of working. That actually 
shortened our waiting time! We did an OR study and found that it will 
be better if we have two doctors. We can always bring in [another 
doctor]."
To further facilitate the hassle free process, the project team determined that the 
physical layout of the A&E needed to be reorganized to streamline the flow of 
patients, make the process more intuitive and allow patients  quicker access to the 
services  and staff around them. The A&E was renovated to  place patients  closer to 
nurses, the registration desk, the bill payment counter, the clerks  for inpatient 
admission and the senior doctor conducting the initial assessment. Upon entering 
the A&E, patients are now immediately faced with the registration desk. Central to 
the A&E is the patient's waiting area, and in immediate proximity are the payment 
counter and senior doctor's consultation table, bringing patients much closer to  the 
services. This  allowed the senior doctor to quickly see patients, as well as  evaluate 
the queue and crowd at the A&E. A senior nurse shares the advantages of this layout:
"Waiting time is a problem. We have changed a lot of things - so when 
the patient comes in, they will see the registration counter.  We cannot 
do away with the registration, they have to be registered. So we pushed 
the nurses and the doctors and the clerical staff together. So the doctor 
can walk over, and together with my nurses, they can quickly see the 
patients. We feel that putting the nurses and doctors and registration 
team together helps us to address the patients’ needs quickly."
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A number of IT-driven changes  were made, as  well. In February 2005, the project 
team began working with educational institute Nanyang Polytechnic  (NYP) and 
commercial systems integrator Frontline Solutions to implement an information 
system and EMR system for the DEM. The project team understood the importance 
of leveraging on IT to obtain the tight coordination of activities  needed to enable the 
new process. Aside from cutting down on paperwork, the system would provide the 
DEM staff with a holistic view of the queue of patients, showing them at a glance the 
status  of each patient and how long they had been at the A&E. Using highly visual 
cues, staff could easily access any of the terminals  around the DEM to view the 
status  of all registered patients, what stage of the patient process they were at and 
their waiting times. The color coded list of patients allowed staff to  quickly 
determine if patients had been waiting for service for too long, as  the colors of each 
patient changed as  time passed. These colors  served to trigger actions  from staff to 
serve patients, and helped to identify areas in A&E that were causing delays in 
service. One project team member shared some of the systems features  and 
objectives:
"We knew definitely an A & E system will cut down the number of forms. 
In fact we try to make it zero, paperless. But not [the entire process] can 
be done. The system also actually keeps track of patients. For example, 
how long [has a patient been at a particular stage]? So long, [and still] 
not attended to? Then the color changes. Hey, red already, why red? 
Someone forgot, is it? So there is a prompt before you lose control. We 
wanted that visibility to know [what stage each patient is at]. Without 
this type of system, the visibility is actually not there. So the system is 
very useful and very important. So you know at which stage what is the 
bottleneck."
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A key requirement enforced by the project team was that the system needed to be 
hassle free and user friendly to facilitate the implementation process. To  meet this 
requirement, the team chose to design the system themselves, rather than obtain a 
solution from vendors, as a project team member shared:
"We identified that the A&E was one [place] that we wanted a new 
system. We were offered systems from many vendors, but our A&E chief 
said no, that is not what we wanted. We actually want to work on the 
ground, study the consensus."
The Operations  Director remarked on why using typical vendor-developed solutions 
would not be aligned with the hassle free vision:
"[In a traditional] EMR, there is the repository of clinical information, 
sometimes also embedded with the workflow. But I say that if this is one 
specialized system, the flow is within that department! It is not at the 
whole hospital level, it’s local level. This workflow will only to enhance 
this department’s efficiency, not from the entire hospital’s perspective, 
or even the patient’s perspective. If you want the patient’s perspective, 
this whole paradigm is inverted. And if that is the case, then this would 
not work. The system is designed in such a tightly-coupled way, then 
how to tear it apart? "
The result was that the project team needed to design an EMR that suited the 
hospital's  needs, looking at how the technological elements would enable the new 
process at the A&E. A key element in the design was to decouple the process 
workflow  from its information. There were various  reasons that a decoupling 
approach was thought to be useful. Firstly, it allows the project team to quickly and 
easily fine tune workflows without affecting the technological systems used to a 
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large extent. Furthermore, by decoupling the workflow and information, a variety of 
other processes in the hospital could use the same information without the need for 
new systems. Lastly, the approach was  deemed more appropriate as  the hospital's 
IT/IS facilities would eventually be managed by NHG, rather than an in-house IT unit. 
As a result, there was a desire to  keep the workflow  and information management 
separate. The Director of Operations elaborated on the advantages of this  service-
oriented approach to the system's architecture:
"I believe, if you expect the technology [use] from the process people, 
they shouldn’t know what technology you are using - to them it is 
transparent. The plumbing work, let the technology people carry out. If 
I do that, whether I change the technology platform or not, to them 
[there is] no change. So this is what we are trying to do, even when we 
articulate the architecture, they always call it the SOA (Service-Oriented 
Architecture). We actually designed the architecture in such a way that 
we decouple the data, decouple the processes, yet seamlessly try to link 
them together. So if we want to change processes, just change. Because 
the granular data have all been defined, your apps can still contribute 
because you don’t need to know the data state. The model will not break 
apart! Even if the process changes, the mapping doesn’t."
The team worked closely with NYP and Frontline Solutions, but had to make their 
partners understand the SOA approach which was not a traditional one, as a project 
team member remarked:
"They may have the technical domain knowledge, not the business 
domain knowledge. So we are trying to influence them, and say, look, it 
may be better for them to decouple some of these things. [They] want to 
embed the processes and repository into all in one, and once you do 
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that, if you want to change processes, you have to throw away the 
whole EMR."
Doctors and nurses at the DEM had a significant say in what the system would look 
like, and the features  it included. For instance, when doctors ordered x-ray tests for 
patients, a comprehensive and detailed form needed to  be filled in. The form would 
include details such as which parts of the patient's body would need to be x-rayed. 
Based on suggestions and feedback from A&E doctors, this delay was overcome by 
including a point-and-click skeletal structure of a human body, which would be sent 
to the Radiology department electronically via the patient's EMR. This was 
significantly different from the initial plans made for the system. A member of the 
DEM elaborated on this:
"Credit goes to one of my doctors - he said why don’t I attach the 
[skeletal structure] screen, so if I do the click, it will point to the right 
spot. And it is faster. You don’t have to do a drop-down and pick on the 
wrong thing. So this is something very useful."
The EMR system also reduced the need for doctors and nurses to spend time 
obtaining patient histories during the initial consultation. With the EMR in place, a 
patient's  previous visits and treatments would be easily accessible with their EMR. 
The result was that doctors  would not need to treat each patient visit as  episodic, 
but would be able to review the patient's previous medical problems, test results  and 
treatment. A project manager from the team shared this about the functionality:
"[With the EMR system] the doctor knows my medical history. In the old 
days, we write everything on cards. So the doctor comes, the cards shift 
around. Only when we went to EMR, we keyed it into the system, and if 
you come again, you can actually trace [your records] back. And with 
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this, the doctor knows my diagnosis from the last time, because it is all 
captured in the system."
The system was implemented successfully in 2006 after several iterations of testing 
and development in the A&E, during which various features were introduced and 
feedback was sought. During this  time, the A&E still operated partially on its paper-
based processes, due to  resource constraints. A member of the project team 
involved in implementing the system elaborated on some of these problems:
"The team spirit is very good and we learn fast. We had no problems 
with people not wanting to implement the changes. Of course I cannot 
say it’s plain-sailing. We have some problems along the way. So there 
are times when we have to stop it, and then switch it on again. Even 
now, the [server] will stop, so they have to restart, which is the only 
problem we are facing now – congestion. So we have to work on it."
Despite these teething issues, the system was also well-received by the DEM staff. A 
senior physician at the DEM shared his experiences with the new system:
"The system is magical. Magical is the word. Because now we are 
connected to the databases. In the old days it was difficult to access the 
medical records, but now it is all at your fingertips. You know how 
tedious it is to fill the X-ray form? But now, the doctors can just click on 
these dots. What’s [available on the system] is very good, very quick. You 
can tag [the patient process] all along. I think the next phase has got to 
be wireless… on the palm. It is difficult to record everything about that 
patient. Nobody knows before we get to the bed side. We enjoy it. We 
want more. Senior doctors require a lot of backup. We definitely need to 
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get away from the paper chase. We've got to be mobile. We got to be 
I.T."
With the implementation of the DEM system to support the new hassle free process, 
several changes were noticed. Among them was the decrease in the amount of time 
patients spent at the A&E from the initial 3 hours to  a mere 19-45 minutes, with 78% 
of patients  being seen within 30 minutes  of their arrival at A&E. Staff at the DEM also 
began to notice an increase in their workloads, attributed to  the quicker workflow in 
turning around patients at the A&E. A senior nurse in the DEM shared her 
experiences of the new process:
"After we implemented the system, we reduced the waiting time [for 
patients] to be seen, and we noticed that our workload actually went up! 
It was a great jump! And the waiting time came down! So it was very 
great that we have studied process flow and everything, come out with 
a small system, and it worked. The only thing is that we don’t deviate 
from our aim. So even though we want to be hassle-free, we have to 
provide emergency care. So we get that right. We have to meet the acute 
patient’s needs first." 
With the A&E functioning according to the new hassle free process, the project team 
realized that the admission of patients into  the hospital wards  was still a point of 
patient dissatisfaction. This resulted in efforts  by the team to examine how the 
hospital managed the admission of patients  to wards, a task handled by the 
admission desk and the Bed Management Unit at AH. 
4.1.3 Changes in Patient Admission and Discharge
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After a visit to the A&E or SOC, any patient requiring further care or surgery would 
be admitted into the hospital. When this happened, a Patient Services Assistant (PSA) 
would begin the sequence of necessary activities to locate an appropriate bed for the 
patient. This  involved polling all suitable wards  in the hospital via telephone to 
determine in any beds were available or would soon be available, a manual and 
tedious task fraught with delays. The PSA, an administrative staff from the hospital's 
Patient Services  Centre (PSC), would manually call wards, one at a time, looking for 
unoccupied beds with configurations that would meet the patient's  required 
treatment. This  task itself would typically take the PSA between 20 and 60 minutes 
depending on the hospital's occupancy, during which time, patients would wait on a 
trolley bed or wheelchair until they were ushered to the ward. At peak periods, this 
allocation would sometimes  take more than an hour due to the number of calls  the 
PSA would need to make and also because ward staff would be otherwise engaged to 
answer the calls. A senior nurse at the DEM shared:
"We had a lot of problems. People from A & E want to find a bed in the 
wards, so what they do is they have to start calling, using the normal 
phone, each ward. 'Do you have beds?' And besides that, they also need 
to specify what kinds of beds they need. Do they need specialized 
equipment inside, like oxygen tanks? Whether [the patients] need to be 
near toilets or near the Nurse Station, whether some of them require 
special care from the nurses? Imagine the number of calls you have to 
listen to. Maybe there are a lot of dropped calls, because the [ward staff] 
has no time to answer. Because [ward staff] have to run down the aisles 
[tending to patients], they would not run back to answer."
Once the PSA had successfully found a bed, the ward would need to be notified to 
expect a new patient. Both the PSA and ward staff would then begin their 
administrative processing for the patient's  admission. If the allocated bed were 
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unoccupied, the patient could be sent directly to the ward by hospital porters. In 
many cases, though, the patient would need to wait because the bed selected was 
currently occupied by another patient waiting to  be discharged soon, incurring 
another delay for patients.
With an average occupancy of 80%, the process quickly became a target for 
operational improvements under the hassle  free initiative because it represented a 
bottleneck in the hospital's service provision and was a source of patient 
dissatisfaction. The hospital wanted to reduce the admission waiting time for 
patients. The Operations Department proceeded to  examine the difficulties faced by 
PSAs  and found that the source of the patient hassles stemmed from the fact that 
the availability of beds (the bed census) was not at the disposal of the various  PSAs 
when they needed it. Instead, the PSAs  would usually have to obtain the bed status 
information from each ward, one by one, when they attempted to locate an empty 
bed for a new patient, and essentially 'push' the patient to the ward. The Operations 
Director shared how the information would be better served if the bed census for the 
entire hospital was more easily available to the PSAs:
"When a patient in [a ward] is discharged, then you can quickly push 
another patient in. The bed is empty but nobody knows! This type of 
information is critical! You have heard about patients waiting for beds 
for few hours! Maybe they have already been told that you need to be 
warded, but [they have to] stay at A & E to wait, [while we] look for a 
bed for them. So we are doing a 'pull' system. Because when you do a 
pull system for beds, then you are moving the patients more or less with 
the queue."
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To AH, the solution was  to get the wards  to communicate the bed census to a 
centralized coordination unit in a pull system, as a member of the Operations 
Department shared:
"Traditionally, wards have beds and they leave it as that. Then when 
the A & E needs beds, they call the wards - 'Do you have beds?'. This is 
the A & E pushing the patients - 'Please take the patients!' When we say 
pull, we are doing from the ward’s point of view. The ward has a bed 
which is not occupied. 'Do you have patients for me?'. So when the 
person who has the resource can announce that they have the resource, 
then the matching can be quite fast."
The pull system required that a centralized unit be responsible for the coordination 
and management of bed resources  and their necessary flows. The Bed Management 
Unit (BMU) was thus formed. While termed a 'unit', the BMU consisted of the PSAs 
that were involved in admissions in the hospital. The BMU's sole purpose was to 
centralize the bed census information from the wards and facilitate the assignment 
of bed resources to new patients. While the majority of requests for bed resources 
stemmed from the DEM, the hospital also received requests  from the SOCs  in AH, fax 
requests from general practitioners (GPs) and other hospitals, as well as requests for 
inter-ward transfers, all of which did not use the A&E as their point of call to the 
hospital. The Operations Department felt that if the BMU knew the real time status 
of beds in the various wards, the assignment of beds would be significantly 
shortened, resulting in quicker admissions at the A&E and also  more efficient 
planning of bed resources. The Head of the PSC elaborated on this:
"At BMU side, we will know what the bed census is. So we can actually 
predict and plan for any request [from another hospital], and see 
whether we can give them the number of beds they request from us. 
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GPs will fax us a standard format. They won’t go through A & E. So 
these are the different virtual call points that we have, which we can 
actually assign the beds to."
Studying the process, the Operations Department explored various options to enable 
this real time information management and visibility. However, in the pull system, 
the responsibility of keeping the bed census information up to date was no longer 
with the PSAs  at the BMU. Instead, it would be the wards that would need to keep the 
information updated. A senior nurse shared the following about how this  would 
work in the wards:
"We will broadcast to the Bed Management Unit - 'this bed will be empty 
within 3 hours time. Please prepare your patient.' So that when the time 
is near, [the A&E can] immediately push [the patient] out, they don't 
have to waste any more time. Similarly, here, I have announced [the bed 
will be free], my clock is ticking!"
The Operations Department, working together with the PSC and nursing 
administration, found that getting this information from the wards required a closer 
examination of processes within the wards themselves. 
4.1.3.1 Implementing the Changes
For the BMU, obtaining updates on the bed census from the wards proved to be 
challenging because ward staff were already occupied with an intense flow of 
activities that required them to be on the move. Each ward consists  of a cluster of 
beds (organized in cubicles), staffed with a team of nurses and its own PSA. The 
nurses continuously and concurrently perform a variety of tasks throughout their 
shifts, including following doctors on their rounds  in the ward, dispensing 
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medication to patients, attending to patient needs, making arrangements for 
patients to  go for tests and treatments, and completing the variety of administrative 
tasks needed for the operation of the ward. A member of the Operations Department 
elaborated on the complicated tasks on-going in every ward:
"If you look how we handle the patients, when we want to bathe the 
patients, this resource [the nurse] is fully taken. Then the whole team 
there takes care of [the patients in the] cubicles. [Their time] is quite 
packed already, because the care you give to patients is very one-to-one. 
Whenever you give care, you give 5-10 minutes solely on this patient. 
And nurses actually handle a lot of other things in the ward."
The sole PSA in each ward is  equally busy, responsible  for a variety of time-
consuming administrative duties, such as completing paperwork for the discharge 
and reception of patients as well as transferring patients to other wards, counseling 
patients on their financing, attending to  patients’ requests and responding to calls 
from other PSAs  at the A&E and SOCs. The Head of the PSC elaborated on their tasks, 
and why updating the BMU proved to be difficult:
"PSAs [at the ward] take care of the patient arrivals and discharges. If 
you need another follow-up appointment [after discharge], they will 
arrange it. We have financial counseling. This is required by MOH. If 
you have a PSA who, the moment you change status, updates [the BMU], 
it would be very accurate. But we know that this is not possible. While I 
am [attending to] one patient, another may walk out of the ward [being 
discharged or transferred]. Sometimes, we have a mass discharge. I 
cannot tell the patients to wait, to let me update [the BMU] first. So I will 
just maybe scribble somewhere, then finish with this patient, then 
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update. That is normally how they work. To us, patients are very 
important. We don’t want to neglect the patients."
With ward staff occupied with their various responsibilities that required them to be 
continuously on the move, they were unable to provide the BMU with the real time 
updates required to facilitate the hassle free admissions process. Instead, updates 
would be batched and sent to the BMU periodically. Alternatively, the BMU would 
revert back to calling the wards to obtain an update. 
This was  further complicated by the fact that beds were not simply occupied or 
available, but had intermediate states  as well. These states  arose because doctors 
would perform their rounds multiple times  each day, during which patients would 
be planned for discharge. A planned discharge meant that the bed would soon be 
unoccupied, and the BMU could therefore assign a patient to it. However, it did not 
mean the bed would be immediately empty, as ward staff would need to  perform a 
lot of tasks prior to the patient leaving the ward. For instance, nurses  would inform 
PSAs  of the planned discharges after the rounds were complete, and the PSA would 
need to  process the patient's  discharge, completing the necessary paperwork for the 
patient's  further treatment, billing and documentation. Furthermore, in many cases, 
patients would need to  wait for a family member or friend to pick them up, a wait 
that typically tied up the bed resource for a few more hours. When the patient had 
physically left the ward, the PSA or nurses in the ward would need to find hospital 
cleaners to come to the ward and make up the bed for the next patient. Only when 
the cleaning was  complete, the bed was considered ready for the next patient. To 
facilitate the effective allocation of beds, the BMU needed to  track these various 
states. Between each state, there were delays which slowed down the updates to the 
BMU. A senior nurse commented on some of the delays, using those inherent with 
regard to the cleaners as an example:
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"If you want to look for the cleaners, it is not easy. Because they may be 
moving around. I may be cleaning a bed here while you are trying to 
look for me to clean another bed. So, of course I just run down the 
aisles! But then imagine the number of trips they have to run for each 
bed. There is a lot of turnover per day." 
A member of the Operations Department shared how these activities were triggered 
by the planned discharge:
"When a patient is discharged, there are a lot of things you have to do - 
the pharmacy, you have to prepare the MC for them, you have to 
prepare discharge notes, then they have to prepare the financial billing 
part, to prepare families to come and pick them up. All of these things 
[occur] once there's a planned discharge - everything must start."
The Operations Department and BMU experimented with various techniques  to 
enable efficient communication of the bed census with the wards, including a card-
based system, in which PSAs in the wards would update the BMU by sending census 
cards through the hospital's existing pneumatic conduit infrastructure each time 
there was a change in bed states. The system demonstrated some advantages of the 
pull system, but suffered drawbacks because cards would sometimes get lost in the 
conduits. Furthermore, because the BMU was not located near a conduit exit point, 
BMU staff would need to periodically walk to the conduit to  obtain their updates, 
reducing real-time effectiveness. A member of the Operations department shared the 
problems of this system:
"We went through a lot of changes in a short time. It started from phone 
calls. Then they used the cards - each time the patient gets discharged, a 
card actually flows down to A&E. We found that sometimes the cards get 
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lost somewhere. So they still need to go back to calling [on the phones]. 
It wasn’t planned that the BMU [should be] just beside the tube. So, the 
BMU has to walk to the tube. How would I know somebody is sending me 
a message? So normally the PSAs will batch, or wait for a few more, 
then go and collect [the updates], so they don’t have to waste a trip. But 
when they batch, then you waste time for the first [card] in the tube." 
Another member of the Operations Department remarked on how real-time 
information could not be obtained with this system:
"If they want to do it [in real-time], then they have to run a lot of times, 
until they cannot work [on other things]! It doesn’t work. In the end, we 
have to compromise and say 'Do some batching, but not too long, 
please. Don’t wait for an hour before you go and collect [the cards]'. So 
there is a bit of batching still."
With the unreliability of the conduit infrastructure, the updates were subsequently 
sent from wards  to  the BMU manually by hospital porters. However, this did not 
alleviate the problem because the porters followed a pick-up and delivery schedule, 
resulting again in batch, not real-time, updates  of the bed census. Furthermore, the 
system did not allow the ward to initiate the updates  when necessary. This  problem 
was elaborated on by a senior nurse in a ward:
"The problem is the card may get lost somewhere. So they actually 
reverted to porter dispatching. But the porter also had timings, like he 
would only collect at 9 o'clock. So if you don't put the cards there before 
9, you miss the schedule. The next schedule may be at 11 o'clock, but by 
this time, the DEM would have a lot of admissions piling up. We found 
we needed to improve the communication.”
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To facilitate  the required real-time communication, the Operations Department 
equipped nurses and PSAs in the wards and BMU with mobile  phones. When a bed 
changed state, a Short Message (SMS) would be sent to the BMU. Similarly, SMS 
proved to be an easy way for the BMU to unobtrusively contact the wards' PSAs when 
looking for beds. However, as a member of the Operations Department shared, this 
led to some patient dissatisfaction:
"Actually hand-phones with SMS were quite ok, until patients 
complained that the staff were playing with the phones. Because you 
want to look for beds, you SMS. The patient doesn’t know! So they 
complain that your staff are playing with phones every time they work, 
they are not doing work. They see that you are meddling [with the 
phones]. Sometimes the patients would scold the staff."
Furthermore, as SMS services were not managed by the hospital, there were 
occasional issues with its reliability, as a senior nurse shared:
"SMS are not reliable as there are times when they drop. Sometimes 
there are delays. Especially when [the BMU] wanted to send patients up 
[to the wards], because when I send patients up, I [just] send a message 
[to the PSA], while patients just run in. [The response from the ward is:] 
'How come the patient is here already?'"
4.1.3.2 The Introduction of a Bed Management System (BMS)
A favorable solution presented itself when Cisco approached AH with an offer to use 
its  Cisco Clinical Suite (CCS), a set of solutions that provided efficient 
communications  for integrated healthcare provision over IP networks, in a proof of 
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concept trial. Recognizing their shared philosophy towards hassle free healthcare, 
AH embarked on the trial in collaboration with Cisco and its implementation 
partners, Fujitsu Asia and Globestar. The trial involved the development of a Bed 
Management System (BMS) built atop the CCS, and utilizing Cisco's hardware and 
infrastructure, Globestar's ConnexAll communications software, and implemented 
by Fujitsu Asia. 
The key feature and proposition of the CCS was its ability to handle multi-party 
event-based communications, providing a mechanism for notifying appropriate 
parties when particular events occurred. These events could be triggered 
automatically by systems  designed atop the CCS, or from a variety of other devices 
or computers (known as 'call points'). Once a call point triggered an event, relevant 
information pertaining to that event could be transported via the CCS to  any other 
call point. A member of the Operations Department observed how, when evaluating 
the use of the CCS, this was needed by the BMU:
"Perhaps we can use this to improve the bed management. This kind of 
communication - because basically [the process] is who to inform who, 
to do what work."
For instance, when a patient was planned for discharge by a doctor (an event), the 
PSA at the ward would need to  be notified to  begin out-processing. At the same time, 
the BMU would need to  be informed that the bed resource would soon be available 
for allocation. When the patient actually left the ward (another event), the cleaners 
would need to be notified to  prepare the bed for the next patient, and subsequently, 
the BMU would need to be notified that the bed was  ready. Upon sending the patient 
up to the ward (another event), the BMU would need to notify the ward of the 
pending arrival of the patient.
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Harnessing the event-based capability of the CCS as its underlying communications 
layer, the BMS would be designed to  manage the bed census information for the BMU 
and wards. The system would allow wards  to communicate real-time updates to  the 
BMU each time a designated event occurred, and would promote complete visibility 
of information throughout the process. However, a key issue for AH was facilitating 
the ability to trigger these events  even though ward staff were not at a computer 
system. Using a variety of mobile IP devices  to act as call points, AH observed the 
events could be triggered by ward staff as they went about their daily routines in 
attending to patients' needs. Unlike the previous rapid improvement attempts, as the 
Operations  Director shared, the system would be a substantial change to  the ward 
and BMU operations, but was necessary to enable a hassle free process:
"We know at a certain time there is discontinuity. You just cannot bank 
on the old horse, the old technology. You must leapfrog onto a new 
platform. So we are fully aware that there is this platform issue, 
practical strategy - you cannot stay on this platform and not move on to 
the new platform. So there are some rapid issues." 
The use of the CCS therefore afforded AH the opportunity to  separate the system 
into two  distinct layers, communication and workflow, in line with the service 
oriented architecture the DEM system was built on. While the communications in the 
system would be managed by the CCS, AH would design the workflow to  manage 
and automate the triggering of events. The Operations Director remarked on how the 
various Cisco devices would be used together to provide a solution to the problem:
"The call points are basically the Cisco devices. It’s a very simple 
[system]. We used [Cisco's] Call Manager, which basically connects all 
the call devices. And what we do is just put in the workflow. So I have 
very simple rules. If bed is available, immediately send the patient to the 
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bed. If someone is occupying the bed, and they need to [be discharged], 
you need to trigger a series of activities automatically. All wired. So 
even the housekeeper can also take note - oh, clean this bed."
The workflow would thus  trigger the necessary events to enable the notification of 
bed census and bed status to the relevant parties, empowering them to immediately 
begin on their tasks, such as preparing patients' paperwork for discharge. However, 
the Director of Operations  stressed that the system would be incrementally 
developed and tested, automating only the components of the workflow that were 
seen as contributing to patient hassles, rather than the whole process. This was 
important to  keep the system manageable without taking up too many resources or 
isolating it from further enhancements:
"You need not look the most modern. It’s not a sophisticated IT system! It 
doesn’t mean everything must be automated. Automate when it makes 
sense. If not, your maintenance cost, total cost of ownership just go up. 
We want to be focused on tackling the patients’ major issues."
In September 2005, AH began work on examining and designing the workflow  and 
the BMS system to run atop the CCS, with nursing and PSA staff playing an 
important role from the onset. A member of the Operations Department shared the 
following about their roles in helping design the workflow and system:
"In fact, in the whole activity we are the facilitators. Because we have to 
cater to the needs of the nurses and the customer service side. It’s all 
from the staff’s initiatives. So initially we are dealing with a lot of people 
to make sure it works." 
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The Director of Operations elaborated on the role of the Operations Department in 
supporting rapid improvements to the workflow:
"The contribution is from everybody, because process flow, process 
change, has to happen on the ground. The service provider (Cisco and 
partners) does some experimentation work, then we help to systematize 
the societal component and the requirements from the system. Then we 
go down to the ground to take a look to see how we can run better. 
Normally I go down to the ground to feedback the true situation, and 
then we have to do modifications, and the response must be very fast!"
The BMS consisted of a variety of technical elements  that worked together to allow 
easy communication and automation of the bed census information. Like a 
traditional system, the BMS would manage and present the bed census  to  both the 
BMU and wards using desktop computers  on the hospital's wired LAN. However, the 
PSAs  at both the wards and BMU would be further equipped with wired desktop IP 
phones to enable quick messaging between one another. To enable intra-ward 
communication, a wireless (Wi-Fi) network would be set up to allow nurses and 
cleaners to utilize Cisco's  wireless VoIP phones to communicate instantly with the 
PSAs while on the move. 
As part of the trial, AH selected its Ward 13 as the first ward in which the workflow 
could be refined with the technology in mind, and the BMS implemented and tested. 
As one of the hospital's  surgical wards, Ward 13 had a relatively high daily turnover 
of patients. The system did not take long to develop, and in February 2006, the new 
BMS system rolled out in Ward 13.
The system presented a map interface, replicating the layout of all 37 beds  in Ward 
13 (cubicles as  well as  isolation rooms) in a highly visual manner on a computer 
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screen. Each bed on the interface was marked with its  configuration of equipment 
(e.g. oxygen tanks) and its  status, coded in different colors to indicate if the bed 
were occupied, if a discharge had been planned, if it was being cleaned, if the bed 
was empty or if it had been booked by the BMU for a new patient. The visual nature 
of the interface enabled the PSAs in the ward and BMU to  see an overall picture of 
the ward's  occupancy at a single glance. Furthermore, updating the status  of each 
bed was simple and was immediately visible to both the BMU and Ward 13. A 
member of the Operations Department shared the following about its design:
"It actually shows the instantaneous ward occupancy in our ward right 
now at this moment. We even have an indication of whether this bed 
has oxygen, etc. We also indicate that certain beds are for planned 
discharges. Now we can actually see which [bed] is nearer to the nurse 
station, where are the beds, etc. By having an interface, I can know the 
number of available beds that I can give to A & E. It is very easy now for 
us to know whether there are beds or no beds. And we made the system 
simple so that it is not so cumbersome to update. Because if it is 
cumbersome to update, [the staff] will not do it."
The system made the bed census information between Ward 13 and the BMU 
instantaneously available, eliminating the problem of batched updates experienced 
in the previous experiments. However, within the wards, the real-time updates to the 
status  of beds were triggered by the wireless  IP phones that nurses and cleaners 
carried about with them. While  on their rounds with doctors, nurses would easily be 
able to update PSAs in the ward and BMU with information on planned discharges by 
sending messages  from their wireless IP phones to the desk-based IP phones. PSAs 
would then update the BMS, and begin processing the patients for discharge. 
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Wireless IP phones  were also given to cleaners in the hospital to  eliminate the need 
for PSAs to  locate them. When a patient would leave the ward, PSAs would simply 
send messages to the cleaners, indicating the beds than would need cleaning. Once 
cleaners arrived and prepared the beds for the next patient, they would call the PSAs 
using the wireless IP phones to update them of the bed status. PSAs would then 
simply update the BMS, and thus the BMU, with the latest information.
The system was implemented without much difficulty, as a Project Specialist from 
the Operations Department observed. This was  partially due to  the small scale of the 
implementation, as well as  the participation of its users in the design process. The 
system, working on the hospital’s  IP network, was also  more reliable  than previous 
experiments:
"Actually it is quite fast to set up the application itself once they got the 
requirements clear. We didn’t immediately roll out to the ward to try. 
We internally did some testing, then confirmed it is the kind of flow that 
we wanted, before we rolled out to the ward. It is only within 1 ward, 
but it really, really improved the communications! So far it's very 
reliable, because it is just within our network."
This workflow within the ward was carefully designed and tested by the Operations 
Department to  ensure the easiest possible use of the mobile IP devices  for the work 
it needed to support. The devices  presented a lengthy menu to users, allowing them 
to select from a variety of functions and services that the devices generically offered. 
Realizing this would be an issue, the workflow was carefully designed to avoid 
potential problems with using the technology. For example, with regard to the 
messaging, nursing staff were instructed to  use simple fixed format messages, 
making training and use of the technology simple, as a senior nurse shared:
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"We will tell [the staff] - we have a certain structure: 'Ward 13 Bed 12 
planned discharge'. This is a message."
Similarly, rather than having cleaners send messages to the ward PSAs, they would 
call the PSAs using the mobile IP devices  to  update them of changes after cleaning 
beds. A Project Specialist from the Operations Department explained that this was 
considered easier, from the perspective of the staff using the devices:
"So, like a housekeeper, if I want to say that I have already finished Bed 
27, then I have to scroll down through all the various status, go and find 
bed 27 and go and trigger it to be ready. So we actually simplified the 
workflow because most of our staff are not very good at searching all 
these. They just call the number [at the PSA's desktop IP phone], so the 
PSA can pick it up and just trigger [the status change] from [the 
desktop].  IP phones are not normal phones - there are a lot of steps. So 
we were trying to simplify that, by sending a simple text, so that the 
system can capture this text and give you the relevant status. But no, we 
are not going to implement this. [They said] 'I would rather call the 
number'. That’s why we simplified the workflow."
4.1.3.3 Usage of the BMS
The BMS was  well-received at the BMU, who  now no longer needed to keep calling 
Ward 13 to obtain the bed census. With instant access to the ward occupancy, the 
bed allocation time for admitting patients at the DEM was  shaved down to  a matter 
of minutes, meeting the objectives of the hassle free vision. The Head of the PSC 
remarked on the success of the new system, remarking how the PSAs at the BMU 
have much less to do:
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"It is very good. [All the PSAs] have less work to do. They don’t really 
have to call us to say that this bed is taken. We don’t need to chase them 
for their bed census – it cuts down a lot of communication. Last time if 
the ward was very busy, we would do a lot of chasing. They might feel a 
bit like they're being pushed. With the new system, we don’t have to go 
through so many steps. Just by one glance, then I know that all these 
[beds] are empty."
A member of the Operations Department noted that the system cut down the 
number of calls  to Ward 13 significantly, and the workflow was  sufficiently flexible 
to handle occasions when the BMU would need to clarify details with Ward 13. 
Furthermore, decision making on bed allocation was shifted from the ward to the 
BMU, providing more autonomy for the BMU to manage the entire hospital's bed 
distribution and easing the reliance on the ward:
"[The BMU will not call the ward] unless they have a query about 
whether this type of case can sent to the ward. For straightforward 
cases, they know. They know exactly that this bed has oxygen, suction, 
the layout of the bed, etc. Then they just put the patient there. So it 
gives BMU a bit more autonomy to do their work."
In the wards, however, the use of the new  system and workflow faced a number of 
initial issues. The first challenge was technical in nature, particularly with the Cisco 
mobile IP devices. As wards in the hospital operated around the clock, the different 
shifts of ward staff would use the same devices continuously throughout the day. 
This quickly became a problem when the devices would need charging. Without any 
spare devices, batteries or easily accessible charging points, the workflow could 
easily be interrupted, as a member of the Operations Department shared:
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"The phone battery usage and the scrolling down the IP phone menu. 
That is the only two things that the nurses find are problems. Because 
every time they want to use [the device], the battery is flat. So they will 
not get acknowledgments. The future plan is we are going to get 
desktop chargers and extra batteries."
The second challenge stemmed from the flexibility built into  the BMS that did not 
enforce a stringent workflow onto the bed states themselves. Rather than 
introducing rules that forced bed states  to  change in a predetermined order, the 
system was designed to be 'stateless'. This meant that PSAs would be able to switch 
the states  of bed resources at any time and to any state, a feature that caused some 
ward staff to wonder what happened when they made mistakes or needed to oppose 
the workflow logic of the typical patient. A member of the Operations  Department 
remarked on how the staff needed to  be reassured that the states could be altered at 
any time:
"It is a matter of getting used to the system, because we keep telling 
them, don’t worry, this is just the state of the bed. If it's [accidentally] 
changed, then change back. It’s ok. You don’t have to go through the 
cleaning. If you say it is ready, then it's ready. If you say it is cleaning, 
then it is cleaning. It is the behavior of the system. It is stateless.  Just 
change it."
This feature was considered important because it not only afforded situations where 
patient circumstances did not follow the traditional workflow (e.g. if a doctor 
revoked a planned discharge), but it also did not force ward staff to  adhere to fixed 
patterns  of behavior in the workflow. For example, as a Project Specialist from the 
Operations  Department shared, sometimes it would be easier for cleaning staff to 
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update the PSA at Ward 13 in passing rather than over the wireless  IP phone. As a 
result, the workflow and system were built with some flexibility:
"Because sometimes what [the PSAs] do is, they tell you there is a bed to 
clean. Then [the cleaners] have to go and do something else. After some 
time, they walk to the counter and say, oh this one, it's clean already. 
There are a lot of different patterns." 
A member of the Operations Department shared more about the flexibility of the 
workflow, explaining its  importance supporting other functions and workflows  in 
the wards. The flexibility of the new system allowed the wards  to maintain the 
information accurately, without necessarily affecting other workflows in the 
provision of healthcare services:
"It allows you to plan - later, when the doctor says the patient can be 
discharged, you can change [the state] to 'ready'. But then maybe you 
have set it back to 'occupied', because this patient doesn’t want to leave 
anymore! Some systems will force you to go through a route before you 
come back to this state. For us, we don’t need that. You can go to any 
state that you want. The staff are not used to it. We leave it to the staff, 
because sometimes it can really be tough. [The bed is] not planned to be 
ready, but sometimes, it can be turned to ready, because they changed 
the physical bed within the ward. Sometimes, the nurses need to group 
certain patients together, so they will physically pull the beds into 
another cubicle and pull it back. See? From occupied to ready. But then, 
now they know how to handle this."
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Despite this initial issue, once ward staff became familiar to the system's  capabilities 
and usage, it was  quickly adopted. A senior nurse in Ward 13 shared how the system 
became deeply accepted among the staff at Ward 13:
"Initially there were some people which said they were not too sure [if 
they could use it]. After using it, they were happy - to a point that it 
became a dependency!"
A third challenge that the system brought about was unexpected. While the BMS 
made work for the ward staff easier, it also quickened the turnaround of beds and 
bed census  information significantly, so much so  that the pace of new patients 
coming into Ward 13 increased at a tremendous rate. A member of the Operations 
Department elaborated on this, noting that the effectiveness of the system could 
sometimes overwhelm the staff:
"The clerk [PSA at Ward 13] used to answer phones - whether a bed is 
ready or not - but now [there is] no need already! Straight away, [the 
BMU] look at the system, they know already - this bed is ready to accept. 
So [the BMU] quickly plants the patient inside. Straightaway, [the ward] 
knows this case is coming, we need to prepare. There is no need to 
inform us. But sometimes, the pace gets too fast! It turned out so well 
that the people became very dependent. So what's the behavior? 
Everybody starts to send to Ward 13."
A senior nurse explained the reason for this phenomenon. As Ward 13 was the only 
ward operating with the BMS, it became the first ward of the BMU's focus when 
searching for unoccupied beds. The alternative was for the BMU to  begin the old 
process of calling each ward to locate a bed. The nurse regarded this as a sign of 
success, explaining the situation:
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"Oh the system is very good, very useful. Only that my nurses are 
exhausted! Because once the patient has just been seen out only, 
immediately A & E will send another patient after cleaning the bed. Very 
effective! So far we only implemented this for Ward 13, so ultimately 
this ward is becoming the busiest ward. Because there is the interaction 
between here and the rest. So whenever they need a bed, the first thing 
they go by is the [BMS] screen. Don’t have [any beds]? Then they start 
calling [the other wards]." 
A Project Specialist from the Operations Department explained that the nursing staff 
were the first to point this out, but took it in their stride:
"Because [the process] is now very fast. That is why in Ward 13, the 
turnaround is very fast. They can feel it, the [increased] load."
The Director of Operations noted that this  issue would be partially resolved by 
scaling up the implementation of the BMS to  more wards at the current AH, rather 
than waiting for the move to the new hospital. However, increasing the scale of the 
project was considered difficult for a number of reasons. Firstly, the BMS was 
developing in a proof of concept trial with Cisco. To increase the complexity of the 
system, numerous changes would be needed, including a different view of the 
underlying architecture:
"The process turned out very well, because the system basically does all 
the necessary coordination and escalation, rather than human effort 
trying to check here and there. I feel that the wards are doing very well, 
but now the 'commandos' have become the 'infantry'! That is defeating 
the purpose. Because it’s so convenient, the bed management always 
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goes to look for beds in Ward 13. But because it is experimental, to try 
the ideas, to validate that they work! So now we want to scale it up into 
a bigger implementation, for example, a wing of 4 wards and eventually 
into the whole hospital. We know that the concepts work now, and it has 
given us some kind of performance improvement. But for scalability, 
sorry, you cannot do it this way. I have told [Cisco], you need to build an 
application framework so that new things can be added easily. So that is 
our contribution back to the vendors."
Furthermore, a member of the Operations Department elaborated that one of the 
issues facing the decision to  introduce the BMS to more wards was the shift to the 
new hospital facility in Yishun, and the resources an increased implementation 
would consume:
"So that told us something - the scalability and the follow-up becomes 
very crucial. Once it is successful, how to quickly scale to the rest of the 
wards? We have to quickly roll out, so that, at least, the overall impact 
would be felt throughout the organization [rather than at Ward 13 
alone]. But we are constrained to get that kind of resources. We don’t 
want to spend a lot of money in retrofitting the hospital when we are 
moving out, that kind of dilemma we are facing."
Despite these issues, AH did not dismiss the idea of rolling out the system to more 
wards because of the performance gains it provided. The Operations Department 
continued to evaluate their options, but realized that increasing the scale would 
require some additional communication and workflow changes, a member of the 
Operations  Department highlighted. Multiple  wards meant building more workflows 
on the system for different wards, and introducing inter-ward communications - 
something AH felt the system was not able to handle yet.
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"There is also ward to ward communication, and ward to ward transfer, 
which is not within the original proof of concept. If we are going to start 
to do all these things, there is a need to re-architect the existing 
framework, so the software architecture has to be thought through. 
Then there are extra states. States are easier. We can always add extra 
states."
A number of enhancements  to  the current workflow and system were conceived as 
well, in particular for the new  hospital facility. A senior member of the Operations 
Department shared some of these, including embedding a button at the side of beds 
to trigger the update of an empty status to  the BMS immediately, rather than 
through the use of the wireless devices:
"In the new hospital, we are actually thinking of implementing a new 
button at the bed site. If the patient is discharged, just press the button. 
All the different points that need to know this bed is empty will be 
activated. By just using one button!" 
4.1.4 Future Hassle Free Initiatives
With the success of the BMS trial and the DEM process changes  in reducing patient 
hassles, AH is already looking toward making further changes in creating a hassle 
free hospital. 
One of the future initiatives  is to leverage on the mobility of ward nurses with their 
IP devices to provide a more sophisticated nurse call function. Traditionally, the 
nurse call function allows patients  to summon nurses to  their beds when they have 
requests. The nurse call function is  usually implemented as  a button attached to a 
wire at the patient's bedside. When a patient presses the button, nurses usually have 
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to make at least two trips  to  these patients - first to find out what their request is, 
and then again to  fulfill it. Equipped with their wireless  IP devices, however, 
provided potential to  shorten this by having patient requests communicated directly 
to the nurses earlier. The Operations Director explained how this would also lower 
costs for the new hospital facility:
"Traditional nurse call is like a cable attached to the wall. But to wire up 
the infrastructure itself is not cheap. We are taking about half a million 
because of the reliability issue. Based on the things we have done, can 
we extend the knowledge? We use the same infrastructure to allow the 
Nurse Call - [patients] can start to talk through the intercom, use it to be 
more specific to requests. [The device the nurse carry] is a mobile unit. 
The nurses, on the way [to the patient], can pick up the amenities as 
required, so there is no need [for] unnecessary trips."
The mobile  units also afford the nurses further mobility in their work, as  they no 
longer need to  be tied to their nursing stations  to monitor patient conditions. 
Instead, triggers  could be set up to notify nurses via their wireless devices  in the 
event of changes  in patient conditions, as a member of the Operations Department 
shared:
"A lot of monitoring devices are at the Nurse Station, so nurses have to 
stay there, cannot go away. They have to man the stations, there is no 
choice. But with the devices, the information can be triggered, 
everybody can be notified. There is a proper process for escalation. At a 
certain point of time, maybe I am very busy, so someone else [can 
attend to the patient] - overall time can be compressed! Now this 
technology can basically help to do the necessary escalation."
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The Operations Director sees this  as a necessary direction now that nurses have 
started using the mobile IP devices, highlighting that a reliance on information at the 
Nursing Station would counter the benefits of the nurses' new mobility:
"It’s antithesis. I give you the mobility, but you have to go back to the 
nursing station. Then it’s not true mobility! Because the person is still 
very dependent on the information on the PC. So information at the 
fingertips is now very important. You alert me to do certain things, then 
all the necessary information must be there so that I can act promptly." 
In-out [of the nursing station]? Might as well stay there!"
With the implementation of the hassle free initiatives, the hospital has achieve 
significant success in cutting down patient waiting times while at the same time 
providing its  staff with useful tools to complete their jobs better. The Operations 
Director shared the following regarding the business value of the DEM and BMU 
initiatives:
"Our outcome or success is not convenience - it is improved patient 
experience. We believe, in a sense, we're somewhere there. If you talk 
about simplicity, a lot of work has been put in place. Some situations are 
so difficult, but the [systems are] designed in a way that the flow is 
logical. Our Head of DEM had thought through some of the processes 
and in terms of the end-user training, it is a very short period of time. 
That, to me, is a resounding success. We don’t need a lot of hand 
holding and teaching, and there are productivity gains. For Ward 13, in 
terms of the concept of care, the idea was to build up the whole thing. 
We want patients who are treated well to go and tell other patients that 
this is how I went through [treatment at AH]. Let this person be a 
volunteer [for AH]!"
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4.2 Case Study 2: Immigration & Checkpoints Authority of 
Singapore
4.2.1 Introduction
The Immigration & Checkpoints Authority (ICA) of Singapore was formed on April 1 
2003 as part of the Singapore Government’s offensive against the growing global 
security threat. Its  mission is  to  ensure that the movement of people, goods and 
conveyances through Singapore’s checkpoints  is  legitimate and lawful. The ICA also 
administers and upholds Singapore’s laws  on immigration, citizenship and national 
registration fairly and effectively. The ICA is under the ambit of the Ministry of 
Home Affairs, and is one of Singapore’s  most visible and unique public 
organizations, providing services  to approximately 400,000 customers  from all 
walks of life on a daily basis.
As a registration authority, ICA, unlike any other government organization, plays a 
role at various critical stages of citizens’ lives - from the registration of newborns at 
birth; through the issuance of their national identity cards (ICs) at adolescence and 
then again at adulthood; their subsequent transition to parenthood; and eventually 
upon death. From the cradle to the grave, ICA presides over the policies and 
operations that ensure fair and effective registration for citizens in order for them to 
be identified and enjoy the benefits  of being Singaporeans. Similarly, as an 
immigration authority, ICA is the first to  welcome visitors to the country and the last 
to see them leave, or anchors  them within Singapore as permanent residents  (PRs) 
and processes their naturalization to citizenship. In its  role as a border authority, 
ICA ensures the legitimate and authorized movement of people, goods and 
conveyances as  they cross the country’s borders, managing the enforcement and 
security policies and operations at Singapore’s various air, land and sea checkpoints. 
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Working together with other legal and security enforcement agencies including the 
Singapore Police Force, Singapore Prison Service, Central Narcotics Bureau and 
Singapore Civil Defence Force (collectively known as the Home Team), ICA strives to 
safeguard the security of Singapore as  its  first line of defense, ensuring that 
Singapore remains one of the safest cities in the world.
Together, these responsibilities represent a critical facet of the bedrock of 
Singapore’s  national security and its economic competitiveness. However, both 
aspects of registration/immigration and security exist in fast-changing environments 
that have introduced significant demands on Singapore and ICA. For instance, to 
remain economically competitive, Singapore has  launched several efforts  to promote 
the country as a tourism, medical and education hub in the Asian region, attracting 
increasing numbers of businesses  and tourists to the country. At the same time, 
Singapore currently experiences an annual population growth rate of 5.5%, with 
permanent residency growing by 6.5%  in the recent years. This growing population is 
not only more literate and educated, but have expectations  for a culture of constant 
connection and information convenience with Singapore’s sophisticated digital 
information infrastructure. Furthermore, since the events of September 11 2001, 
increased border security has also become more important than before in efforts to 
detect, monitor and curb the rise of global terrorism.
Facing such a dynamic  and demanding environment, ICA has embarked on several 
technology-enabled initiatives that have enhanced the organization’s ability to meet 
these demands in an adaptable way. At the heart of these changes is the necessity to 
balance the requirements of national security with the demands for higher levels of 
service to meet the expectations of a developed globalized economy and flourishing, 
diverse population. Through the creative and radical use of a variety of information 
systems and technologies, ICA has successfully developed paradigm-shifting 
practices  to meet these demands. As  a result, several world first systems have been 
developed such as  APPLES (Application for Passport On-line Electronic System), 
eIACS (Enhanced Immigration Automated Clearance System), BIKES (Biometric 
Identification of Motorbikers), eXTEND (Electronic Extension of Short-term Visit 
Pass). The organization has played a vital role in protecting the country against 
threats of global terrorism, as well as the spread of diseases  such as SARS and the 
recent H1N5 and H1N1 flu strains. Simultaneously, it has developed processes that 
have raised its service levels  to cope efficiently with the increasing number of people 
traveling across  Singapore’s borders and seeking residence and citizenship in the 
country. As ICA’s CIO expressed:
“We are security-focused, service-conscious. Although we're concerned 
with security, we have to put a smile with it. We can't just say ‘I'm the 
authority, show me your passport!‘. It can be a challenge for ICA 
officers, so we leverage on technology to help make their jobs easier.” 
In particular, this  case examines  three diverse initiatives at ICA - the Central 
Identification and Registration Information System (CIRIS), the enhanced 
Immigration Automated Clearance System (eIACS), and ICA’s  E-Visitor Programme. 
These technology-enabled service initiatives have led to  multimillion-dollar annual 
savings for the organization, while enhancing its ability to deal with a multiple-fold 
increase in customers. As a result of these initiatives, ICA’s projects have received 
several accolades  including the prestigious  Government Technology Award 2008 for 
Service Innovation and the Infocomm Singapore Award for eGovernment 2008. 
Together, these initiatives represent transformational changes to  the organization, 
as it strives to innovate its service levels, while ensuring heightened security and 
remaining adaptive to changes in its dynamic environment.
4.2.1.1 Registration, Immigration and Customs Reforms
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In spite of its youth, ICA has a complex history dating back to the early 1900s  that 
have influenced its  development as an organization. Prior to 2003, the functions of 
Singapore’s  registration, immigration and customs controls  were managed by a 
variety of government agencies. In 2003, these agencies were merged to form ICA, 
which inherited many of their processes, systems and structures.
From 1981 to 1998, the function of registration was managed by the National 
Registration Department (NRD). NRD managed the compulsory registration of births 
and deaths  in Singapore and the issuance and security of documents  related to the 
registration status of Singaporeans. Individuals born in Singapore were (and still are) 
issued birth certificates  (BCs), which captured details such as  parent information and 
provided each newborn a registration number. Upon reaching the ages of 15 and 30, 
citizens are issued with identity cards. From 1991 to  1997, NRD rolled out a new 
credit card sized IC  to  make the identification of Singapore citizens  and PRs easier 
and more secure. These cards included security and data processing features  such as 
bar-coded identity numbers, electronically captured thumbprints  and photos, and 
laser images to deter forgeries. NRD continued to  manage the registration of births 
and deaths in Singapore until 1998, when it merged with the Singapore Immigration 
(SI) department.
During that period, SI processed the movements of travelers across Singapore’s 
borders  through its  checkpoints, and managed the issuance of passports  to citizens. 
In the 1980s, as immigration and trade increased in Singapore’s developing 
economy, efficiency and automation of immigration procedures  emerged as 
priorities, leading to the computerization of checkpoints in 1981 to  enable the 
speedier clearance of travelers. Subsequently in the early 1990s, SI introduced the 
Entry and Exit Control Integrated (EECI) System to further speed up processing at the 
checkpoints, and in 1996, the Immigration Auto-Clearance System (IACS) employed 
smart card technologies and fingerprint data to  enable the automated immigration 
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clearance for frequent travelers through Singapore’s  checkpoints. In 1998, both NRD 
and SI merged to form Singapore Immigration & Registration (SIR) department, 
overseeing all issues  related to the registration of citizens and PRs, and the 
movement of people through Singapore’s borders.
Border security, however, was managed by the Customs & Excise Department (CED), 
a tax-collecting and border protection agency. While under the Ministry of Finance, 
the role of CED progressed to assist other governmental agencies  with enforcement 
over a variety of crimes (such as  smuggling), to  promote trade and tourism, and to 
safeguard community health and welfare. With the increased threat of global 
terrorism and the demands  it made on national security, the enforcement 
capabilities of CED were merged with SIR in 2003, forming Singapore's current 
Immigration & Checkpoints Authority.
While ICA may have inherited a culture of technology exploitation from SIR and CED, 
it also inherited many of its  systems, processes and structures that no longer 
functioned as effective and efficient mechanisms  for service provision and security. 
In order to meet the demands of the changing environment, it was vital for ICA to 
design a business and information architecture on which they could operate with 
great adaptability. 
4.2.2 Changes for Security Excellence and Service Innovation
When it was formed in 2003, ICA was structured to manage and process citizens, 
permanent residents and visitors separately through different Services Centres (CSC, 
PRSC and VSC respectively), as elaborated on by the System Owner for eIACS:
“ICA's core business is identification and border security. We have 
structured it to be simplified. We have a head office, and we have all the 
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checkpoints. At the head office, we manage all the different types of 
customers - we have the Citizen Services Centre (CSC), where they apply 
for passports, ICs, change of address, et cetera. We also have the 
Permanent Resident Services Centre (PRSC) - where foreigners apply for 
permanent residence, and where we issue them re-entry permits (REPs). 
They can also renounce their PR, or we also can revoke their PR. The 
third group is the Visitor Services Centre (VSC). They are neither citizens 
nor PRs. They are tourists; they want to extend their visit passes, either 
short term or long term. They want to apply for visas, dependent 
passes, or student passes.”
Similarly, the systems it inherited after its merger were structured in a similar 
manner. A Project Manager for CIRIS explained:
“In the earlier days, we used a mainframe. The mainframe was 
organized in a very silo way. Citizens - one partition. Visitors - one 
partition. Initially, we had a lot of mergers. So each merger became a 
new partition!”
ICA quickly recognized that this information systems  architecture would very 
quickly lead to problems in security and service provision for a number of reasons. 
First, at a macro-level, the Singapore government had initiated global efforts to 
promote Singapore as a medical, tourism and educational hub. The implication of 
this was that visitors and permanent residents would often need to  cross  the silos  of 
operations, as they applied for permanent residency or citizenship. The System 
owner for CIRIS shared:
“We designed the database in a very isolated way - citizens, visitor, etc. 
But actually it’s an end-to-end process, because a visitor on a student- or 
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dependent-pass might one day apply for permanent residence. Or a PR 
might one day apply for citizenship. So actually the database needs to 
be people-centric. All Services Centres processing a person's case must 
see the transactions he's made with all the different Centres, rather 
than just that specific centre. But (the silo-based architecture) meant we 
couldn't have cross-data references. It wasn't adaptive. The policy 
changes would now incur a lot of expense!”
The policy also resulted in a 90% increase in the number of visitors, permanent 
residents, foreign students and foreign dependents applying for immigration and 
registration services in Singapore. With the increased number of applicants, a 
manual process of information exchange between the Services Centres quickly 
became a bottleneck, as ICA’s CIO shared:
“When you go into the mainframe, you would only see your silo's data. 
If you required data about another centre, you have to call and request 
for the information, and they would send the file over manually. 
Officers would have to read through these fat documents!”
At the same time, the government was also undertaking efforts to create an 
electronic  whole-of-government (WOG) concept, where various  government agencies 
would be integrated electronically in efforts to holistically address national issues, 
share and process information, and provide services to  citizens, businesses and 
governmental agencies  at lower costs  but with greater efficiency. ICA, maintaining 
the national identification database, would play a critical role in this.
A second pressure acting on ICA was the increased threat to national security, with 
the rise of global terrorism having an impact on all countries. Coupled with the 
increased load of travelers moving through Singapore’s  borders, it was imperative 
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for the agency to  develop mechanisms that enhanced security at the checkpoints, 
while ensuring quick processing of travelers. The Head of the Programme 
Management Branch explained:
“If you've studied the September 11 reports, they could have prevented 
the incident from happening if they identified the people involved, who 
were already on their database! But back then, the mentality was really 
very much on efficiency rather than security. So from a border security 
perspective, 9-11 was a wake up call for all border security agencies. 
What used to work doesn't work now because of the change in focus, 
change in paradigm, change in society.”
For ICA, this meant quickly allowing low-risk, identifiable travelers to cross  the 
borders  without hassle, while focusing resources on investigating unknown or 
higher-risk travelers, as explained by the System Owner for eIACS:
“Given a limited amount of resources, we must find ways to identify a 
person correctly. If we miss one target, it might result in disaster! So 
with limited resources, how best can we do things? ? ICA adopts a risk 
management framework with two key strategies: 1) Reducing risk by 
making as much of the unknown known as possible; and 2)Adopting a 
layered approach for checks to minimize the security risk. If we already 
know you, there's no need to spend additional resources to keep looking 
at you. We might as well focus our resources on those unknowns. If we 
don't know who you are, we have to assess more - for example, face-to-
face verification. So we want to focus our resources on those who are 
unknown travelers.”
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Biometrics was deemed as  a means  by which this identification could best be 
achieved, given today’s technology. As part of the registration exercise that all 
Singaporeans and PRs undergo during their lifetime, fingerprints are captured and 
stored by ICA. These fingerprints were subsequently used at checkpoints to 
determine if travelers crossing Singapore’s borders were known or unknown entities. 
The security afforded by biometrics has made it a central part of ICA’s approach, as 
voiced by the CIO:
“With biometrics, we have a more secure way of identifying your 
identity as compared with face-to-face, because sometimes we have 
impostors, or people may go for facial surgeries. But with biometrics, it's 
very difficult to get away from your identity.”
The legacy systems inherited by ICA, however, raised several technological concerns. 
While the systems were able to capture and store various forms of data, the data was 
stored in hierarchical rather than relational structures. Thus they became difficult to 
support the seamless integration of services and difficult to  adapt quickly to policy 
and operational changes. Furthermore, any changes to the proprietary system would 
incur significant costs, both in terms of complexity and manpower. These pressures 
led to the necessity to strategize and design a new approach to enhanced security. 
The Project Manager for CIRIS elaborated:
“The maintenance cost (of the legacy system) was very huge, because 
we needed to keep the pool of programmers who knew the language, 
which was not easy. Today, it's even more difficult to find (such talent). 
That was already quite a bit of a problem. We foresaw this was going to 
happen - if we weren't going to move on, a lot of things would be 
handicapped (later).”
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4.2.2.1 Implementing the Changes
In 2002, the then SIR began conceptualizing a new centralized national database 
called CIRIS (the Central Identification and Registration Information System). The 
vision of CIRIS was  that it would act as the robust data back-end that would enable 
flexible front-end systems and applications to be developed for the provision of 
higher quality services. At that period of time, the current legacy systems were not 
able to meet the growing requirements that faced ICA and a new solution was 
required, as the System Owner for eIACS articulated:
 
“(The rigidity of the legacy system) prompted us to initiate a new 
system, which was more flexible and robust, so that it fits to our 
requirements and we'd be able to change it to meet our targets.”
The goals of CIRIS were to enable ICA to meet its current and future operational 
needs, while giving the organization flexibility to  meet the challenges  of a growing 
and more mobile customer-base and dynamic environment. CIRIS was strategically 
designed to enable the provision of e-services through web-based technologies, 
which would provide service improvements for ICA in terms of convenience, 
accessibility, reliability and transaction speed. At the same time, the modern IT 
architecture would also  promote enhanced security by affording ICA with quicker 
and more responsive operations. CIRIS would be tightly integrated across all of ICA’s 
services  centres, and would enable faster processing and identification of high-risk 
or unknown individuals.
To  realize these benefits, CIRIS was conceptualized as a platform built on open-
systems technologies, consisting of a centralized data repository, integrated across 
various business lines, with intelligent data organization, enhanced data security and 
improved user interfaces. To enhance operational effectiveness, CIRIS would employ 
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a rules-based engine that would automate processing and shorten transaction times, 
while allowing its rules to quickly be adapted to changes in business  processes and 
policies.
During the time of its conceptualization, CIRIS was not immediately seen as the 
solution to ICA’s operational issues. Several questions arose on the viability of using 
a non-proprietary system, and relying on open-systems  technologies. ICA’s  CIO 
explained that a change in mindset was needed throughout the organization to 
realize the benefits that CIRIS proposed:
“It was not an easy process to convince the management to move from 
the mainframe to a new system. The senior management knew the 
mainframe was robust, which is true, I agree. But the moment it breaks 
down, the cost was very high. If we use open systems, are you sure you 
can cope with migration? Are you sure the system will be stable 
enough? Will it work 24/7? A lot of questions were brought up. A lot of 
the mindset had to be changed. So what we did as technical persons, 
were to go into the details, work out all the calculations and convince 
them by giving them the overall picture. We had to get the buy-in and 
support from management before we could move forward. We 
convinced them that without moving to an open platform, a lot of things 
would not be able to move later.”
CIRIS was not only a technological improvement for ICA - it represented a 
paradigmatic  breakthrough in how the organization strategically managed its 
information and subsequently leveraged on technologies and systems to meet its 
objectives. CIRIS was designed to capture, store and manage information as  an end-
to-end, human-centric process, rather than as  simple, unrelated transactions. By 
treating information in this  manner, ICA was able to break free of its function-
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centric mindset, and facilitated several organizational capabilities that further 
enhanced its security and service mission in innovation ways. The System Owner for 
the e-Visitor Programme elaborated on this approach:
“We are not looking at transactions, we are looking at the process. The 
process is intertwined, and the database will have all data about a 
person. This person may have already applied for a visa before, and 
now becomes a student in Singapore - so he applies for student pass. 
And we'll know that actually he came to Singapore some time ago on a 
social visit. Eventually, if this person becomes a citizen, we know that he 
has applied for PR and has a re-entry permit, and how many times he 
has traveled a year. So the whole chain of information is changed.”
Eliminating the treatment of information as merely transactional data, CIRIS was 
able to integrate relational and processual links between the identities it managed 
and the services provided by ICA’s various centres. 
CIRIS was successfully rolled out in July 2007 over a period of six intense days. 
During this time, ICA migrated several terabytes of identification data and records 
from the outmoded legacy systems over to CIRIS. Simultaneously, several thousand 
interfaces with several hundred other organizations and government agencies were 
implemented as well, to ensure the continued accessibility of mission-critical 
services  to these organizations  and to  national security. For example, citizens  would 
register births and deaths at hospitals, which would in-turn transmit the information 
to ICA through these interfaces. The System Owner for eIACS detailed this exercise:
“The main challenge became to migrate the old system to the new 
system. And we have to migrate all the interfaces - hundreds of 
interfaces - with other organizations. We were quite worried about it. If 
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we made a wrong step, and the data was corrupted, we would face a lot 
of tension from the public and Ministry. In the old system, we had some 
minor errors, like character errors, because we accepted data from 
other agencies. In the new structure, if there were any contradictions, it 
would throw out (an error). So we had to do a data cleansing in the old 
system before the migration.”
To manage the transition, ICA set up an Operations and Technical Centre with its 
systems vendors  over the six-day period to log and handle complaints, errors and 
issues real time from both internal and external users. Both groups of users were 
trained on what to  expect during trials conducted prior to the migration. Critical 
processes, however, could not be discontinued during the migration, resulting in ICA 
triggering its  Business Continuity Plan to facilitate these processes  manually and 
offline.
With CIRIS rolled out, ICA began realizing several operational and security benefits. 
Firstly, improved transaction processing capabilities led to benefits for ICA staff. 
With data integrated across the various services centres, ICA officers did not need to 
request for cross-centre data in order to process cases. This  significantly improved 
processing times, the PM for CIRIS shared, but required that officers change their 
mindset to  rely on the integrity of system to provide the pertinent information for 
their security tasks:
“After the CIRIS implementation, officers no longer had (to refer to) 
these fat documents. They had to rely on the system and have full 
confidence that the system provided them with the right information. 
The system also provided them with more information! So their mindset 
had to change. Our challenge was to convince them.”
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Changing the officers’ mindsets  was not easy, with many of them ingrained with 
procedures  from ICA’s long history. Having developed proficiency with accessing the 
legacy systems  through outdated “green screens”, the new interface of CIRIS, 
together with the use of computer mice, was daunting for some. Through training 
and involvement in user-acceptance tests, ICA was able to secure the necessary buy-
in to propagate the successful implementation of CIRIS, as the CIO shared:
“We have some officers working more than 10 years with us - they are 
so built into those green screens. They’ve never used a mouse! So they 
would hold it with 2 fingers! There was still a transition period. There 
was a mindset change. We had to have a road show for all officers, and 
train-the-trainer sessions. We'd train people, who'd go back to the others 
and train them. We put up a lot of information on our intranet and our 
in-house magazine.“
With improved processing capabilities, data shared across  service centres, and a 
common, intuitive interface built into CIRIS, ICA found that it could easily move 
human resources from one service centre to another fairly easily. This redeployment 
of officers was done to help cope with the increasing loads  of customers at certain 
Services Centres. Officers could easily be trained, within a day, on the processing 
rules that would enable them to appropriately meet customers’ needs for various 
services. The System Owner of the e-Visitor Programme explained this:
“Previously, our officers had a very steep learning curve to process 
applications. Right now, the learning curve is so much shorter. CIRIS is 
user friendly and intuitive. This saves time processing applications. It 
has made the staff knowledge transferable. Today you might be at the 
VSC, and we can post you to CSC, and within a day you can learn 
because it is the same look and feel. They are using the same system. 
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The people-centric information is the same. It's only the policies that are 
different. They are inherent to each Services Centre.”
The CIO of ICA emphasizes the flexibility this provides with changing demands:
“Today, we move the officers around very often. If a centre needs to 
cope with increasing demand, we can deploy officers immediately. They 
just have to learn the new processing rules. In the earlier days, you 
couldn't do this.”
While CIRIS provided several operational benefits to ICA, its most substantial benefit 
was to facilitate the organization to develop its capability to introduce new 
electronic  services, while providing heightened security. CIRIS was  the foundation 
for the various service and security innovations, including the Enhanced Immigration 
Automated Clearance System (eIACS) and ICA’s e-Visitor programme.
4.2.3 Changes in Security - eIACS and the e-Visitor Programme
In 1997, in efforts to  speed up the clearance of frequent travelers at various 
checkpoints, SIR introduced the IACS (Immigration Automated Clearance System). 
IACS was  a card-based access system where frequent travelers  could register, pay for 
and use a smart card to bypass the manual immigration clearance gateways at 
checkpoints. During the registration process, an applicant’s  biometric information 
were captured and stored on the smart card (called the IACS Access  Card). At 
Singapore immigration checkpoints, the card holder would be required to present 
the card at one of the 76 IACS clearance lanes at various checkpoints. The clearance 
gate would capture the traveler’s  fingerprint and match it with the stored biometrics 
on the smart card, and subsequently grant entry or exit from the checkpoint.
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IACS enjoyed some success, with 100,000 users in 2005 (90% being work pass 
holders  that traveled through Singapore checkpoints  each day) and a clearance time 
of less than 12 seconds per traveler. However, the system was  not popular among 
citizens because of the $30 fee for the access  card. ICA was faced with a challenge. 
In order to  enhance national security, it began to look at ways to  allocate more 
resources on unknown travelers, while automating the clearance of travelers whose 
intent in Singapore was  known. The Head of the Programme Management Branch 
explained how the ideal state would be a card-less automated clearance gate with 
enhanced security:
“The Commissioner, our CEO, challenged the conventional way of 
thinking. Why do you need to make people pay $30 for it? Why can't we 
automate it without having to make them pay? Without having them to 
bring in this additional token (the smart card)? The challenge is to 
identify and clear these people.”
With the biometric data of each citizen captured by ICA, the biometric data became 
the back-end for the Enhanced Immigration Automated Clearance System (eIACS). 
Instead of requiring the IACS Access Card to  clear Singapore citizens  at immigration, 
in 2006, ICA decided to make use of Singapore passports  for automated clearance, 
removing the hassle of having citizens pay and register for the card token. To save 
costs, the IACS gates  were modified to include specially engineered document 
scanners that would scan a citizen’s passport securely and reliably. Together with 
live thumbprint verification, citizens could immediately be processed for entry or 
exit at the checkpoints.
Almost instantly, all Singapore citizens with valid passports were given access to the 
much speedier automated clearance, saving ICA significant resources which could be 
allocated to heightening security, as explained by the Project Manager for eIACS:
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“So we have (every citizens’) fingerprints. There was no need for them 
to come back to us to get the (IACS) card. It didn't make sense. In the 
past, we had 100,000+ cardholders. Overnight, we extended it to almost 
3 million Singaporeans who registered for their identity. So we were 
able to channel all these users to automated lanes, while our officers 
can focus on the ‘unknowns’. We now have more time to assess their 
intent and do face-to-face verification, and also interview them, as 
opposed to where everybody is queuing up behind manual counters.”
Automating the clearance of citizens was  a paradigmatic  shift in mindset of how 
technology could be leveraged to  balance operational efficiency, while still improving 
security. In this  world’s first implementation of its  kind, the necessity for enhanced 
security also led to the innovation of service provision, as  customers enjoyed faster 
and hassle-free processing. The System Owner of eIACS shared the rationale behind 
this change in mindset:
“Instead of looking at automated clearance as a privilege, we want to 
make it the main clearance for most people whom are known to us. So, 
in a sense, the concept has changed. At that time (of IACS), it was 
perhaps seen more as a form of privilege for which travelers paid for to 
be expedited. In the post 9-11 era, this is no longer the case as we seek 
to extend it to include other known travelers who could be facilitated 
through it. This was because automated biometric clearance technology 
offered an enhanced form of identity verification, at the same time it 
would help us deal with the ever-increasing traveler loads. The concept 
of eIACS thus offered us a hassle free way of extending the facility to 
these groups of known travelers whom we already have their 
fingerprints, for example, the Singaporean citizens. They no longer need 
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come register with us for an IACS card anymore. In this way, we're 
selling security in the form of service to them.”
For travelers, this  led to  several benefits. Citizens with Singapore passports enjoyed 
hassle-free, speedy and seamless travel through local checkpoints. The new eIACS 
system could clear within 8 seconds. Permanent residents and foreign travelers, in 
turn, enjoyed shorter queue times at immigration clearance. At the same time, 
manpower resources could be allocated to investigate unknown travelers  with 
greater depth, enhancing security for the nation. 
To  enjoy further benefits from the successful system, ICA began to replace manual 
counters with the automated clearance system at some of their checkpoints. At the 
same time, the system was extended to allow PRs whose biometric data was stored 
in CIRIS to self-authenticate themselves at immigration clearance, reliably and 
securely. 
While eIACS raised service levels  for citizens  and PRs at the checkpoints, and 
enhanced security screening of incoming foreign travelers, ICA faced a substantial 
growth in the demand for foreign visitor services within Singapore (i.e. visitors 
already in Singapore who were neither citizens nor PRs). Once visitors  had obtained 
their visas  from Singapore’s foreign missions, and had crossed national checkpoints 
into Singapore, several services were available to them at ICA, including short- or 
long-term extensions on their Visit or Student passes or applications for permanent 
residency. Each application involved an assessment on the security and immigration 
status  of the visitor. In 2007, ICA saw an 89% increase in the demand for these 
services, a result of the Singapore government’s efforts  to promote the country as a 
global medical, tourism and education hub, and to naturalize foreign talent to 
augment the country’s population.
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This gradual but substantial increase in demand for services quickly became an 
expensive bottleneck for ICA. As the number of applications for these visitor 
services  increased, so did customer waiting time, leading to dissatisfaction among 
customers as well as staff, as the System Owner for the e-Visitor Programme shared:
“The Visitor Services Centre would have a lot of people queuing up from 
the early morning. The whole centre would be packed! Our officers 
typically never went back before 9 p.m. We were just trying to cope with 
the pressures and demands. Many of the applications were done over-
the-counter, which took up a lot of resources. Managing the customer's 
expectations, especially when they were waiting for long, was difficult 
for our officers. This went on for many, many months.”
A larger portion of the processing time was  accredited to compulsory security 
clearances. Frequently, customers would be asked to provide additional information, 
or would require their biometric  data to be cleared in security scans with the 
databases of various enforcement agencies. These checks would result in customers 
having to make several trips to ICA to complete various stages of their application. 
With a growing number of customers, ICA officers spent increasing amounts of time 
managing customer expectations and satisfaction, rather than processing their 
applications with the requisite depth.
The need for a change was clearly recognized, shared the System Owner for the e-
Visitor Programme:
“The customer’s been waiting 3-4 hours, and they'd get annoyed. And 
the officer would need to handle them. That takes a lot of energy. It 
makes it difficult for the officer to continue with his work, and it goes 
on, day to day! So the motivation for us to move was very simple. We 
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couldn't do continual small improvements. We needed a radical 
change.”
The radical change came in the form of questioning how services were processed, 
and rationale behind having applicants come to ICA for the services in the first 
place. By looking at interactions with visitors as a processual stream of information 
rather than distinct and independent transactions, ICA developed a revolutionary 
strategy to deal with the problem. 
This strategy initially involved minimizing the amount of data applicants  would need 
to submit for services, by accessing and leveraging on existing information 
previously submitted to ICA in earlier interactions (through either visa applications 
or when crossing Singapore’s checkpoints). Subsequently, the strategy involved not 
requiring customers  to come to ICA at all. CIRIS made it possible to utilize this 
previous information, and resulted in a significant simplification in the applications 
for services, as the System Owner for the e-Visitor Programme explained:
“We have some information at the visa and at the checkpoint, so why do 
we look at him as a transaction? A lot of information was already 
captured electronically. So instead of filling in a 4-page application 
form, we now ask for 4 fields only! Based on this information, we can 
check the database for the other information. So now, the visitor can 
apply for the service over the Internet! We have his information and 
past travel history, and we can use it to advise if this person is a lower 
risk or higher risk. If it's a lower risk, we'll give him the approval over 
the net. If he's not, we'll request him to come down to get more 
information.”
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With only a few  fields of data needed, and CIRIS’s compatibility with web-based 
technologies, these fields  could be captured online, rather than having customers 
come down to ICA itself. The CIO  of CIA elaborated on CIRIS’s role in the 
deployment of e-services:
“The greatest benefit from CIRIS was that it allowed us to create access 
for e-services. In the earlier days of the mainframe, we couldn’t access 
the data from the Internet. You would have to do a batch process, which 
meant (you get the data) one day later. If a person applies for a service, 
they would have to come to the counter because there wasn't an instant 
response. Now with CIRIS, we make it possible to apply online, and we 
are able to grant services instantly, rather than making customers 
travel all the way to speak to our counter officers.”
For several services offered to foreign visitors, however, a face-to-face meeting was 
required in order to physically check passports  and supporting documents and to 
provide applicants with legislatively decreed endorsements (usually in the form of a 
physical stamp in their passports). For example, in extending a Visit Pass, the 
visitor’s  passport would be stamped as an indication of his new  status for travel 
within Singapore. This was seen as important for two reasons  - it legitimized the 
visitor’s  stay for other enforcement agencies  in Singapore that might require checks, 
and it facilitated movement at the checkpoints.
Considering several approaches to the provision of this endorsement, ICA 
questioned the design of the legislation itself. With physical passport endorsements 
acting as a possible point for forgery, the organization embarked on a proactive 
campaign to  involve itself and other government agencies in the development of an 
e-Visitor Programme. The programme represented a fundamental shift in how 
government and enforcement agencies would recognize the validity of a visitor’s 
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stay in Singapore, without the use of a physical endorsement in their passports. The 
System Owner for the e-Visitor Programme explained:
“There were concerns with the agencies. (Without the endorsement) 
They wouldn't be able to know if this person had a legitimate stay. So 
we explained that we're actually improving the system and making it 
more secure! A person may have a forged endorsement - there are 
syndicates that do that. What's important is that everyone should rely 
on ICA's database to verify the status of a foreigner, because our 
database is not compromised. What's outside it can be compromised! So 
we had to get other agencies to verify against our database.”
With a greater reliance on CIRIS to verify the immigration status of visitors  in 
Singapore, ICA needed to ensure that operations could be extended reliably and 
securely to other agencies. The organization proceeded to  put into place strict 
operating procedures to maintain data integrity, while conducting random audit 
checks. ICA not only extended its interfaces to several government agencies but to 
several organizations that would be interested in extending the stay of visitors, 
including travel agencies, healthcare service providers, economic  agencies, airlines 
and schools. The result of the effort was  the creation of a trusted partner network of 
organizations  that could apply for certain services on behalf of visitors. The the 
System Owner for the e-Visitor Programme elaborated:
“We can't work alone - we needed partners. Our overall strategy was to 
make the unknown known to us. There are other partners out there who 
know (the visitors). Like schools - a foreign student is enrolled with them, 
and they can provide information and testify that this is a student. That 
becomes another known point for us, I know the visitors intention! So we 
said let's work with schools - they would apply on behalf of their 
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students. If the doctors certify that the visitor needs treatment and his 
stay needs to be extended, we get them to apply to us on behalf of the 
patient. They can add value to the patient at no charge!”
This represented a fundamental shift in approaching application processing for 
visitors, but had effects  in enhancing both security and service. With applicants 
opting to  use the Internet-based e-services, fewer customers actually were required 
to come down to ICA itself. As a result, ICA officers  were able to more deeply focus 
on cases that were suspicious or needed attention, calling customers to their offices 
when necessary. Other officers could be redeployed to other Services Centres  to 
manage with customers there. At the same time, by eliminating the reliance on 
physical endorsements, ICA succeeded in dismantling syndicates that specialized in 
passport forgeries, further enhancing its  security efforts. From the perspective of its 
customers, ICA was able to deliver customer services  electronically, with shorter 
processing times (customers could, in most cases, obtain their approvals within an 
hour or less online) in a more hassle-free and convenient manner. As a result of the 
e-Visitor Programme, the volume of customers visiting the VSC dropped by 90%.  The 
System Owner for the e-Visitor Programme elaborated on the benefits:
“Suddenly, the crowd disappeared and it came up to about only 100 per 
day because they were deemed as higher risk. Officers were motivated! 
When we did this the counters required less resources, about 50% of the 
resources we had. When we called people to come over, we could spend 
more time with them, and we could screen with other agencies, find out 
what's going on. And because of that, we were able to detect more 
dubious applications, people with forged identities. And we had a 40% 
increase in that detection!”
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Working with over 800 local and global trusted partners, ICA continues to innovate 
its service provision, while further enhancing national security and Singapore’s 
national objectives, by leveraging on trusted organizations to act as proxies for 
uncovering the intent of visitors. The System Owner for the e-Visitor Programme 
explained how it became possible to  enhance ICA’s service while encouraging 
Singapore’s development as a medical-tourism hub:
“We took a step further - what about a visiting patient's family 
members? The hospital can apply for them as well. And when we give 
approvals, we put them on a fast track. So a member of the public and 
a person applying through a trusted partner is a separate pipe. 
Turnaround is much faster because it is deemed a lower risk with a 
trusted partner.”
The approach of relying on its  database rather than physical documents has  made it 
possible for ICA to issue visas  electronically, as  well. With its Submission of 
Application for Visa Electronically (SAVE) online service, foreigners from selected 
visa required countries can go online to  apply for and obtain their Singapore visas, 
saving them time and the hassle of visiting a foreign mission or embassy. At the 
same time, the initiative has  increased national security by dismantling syndicates 
that produce forgeries, as  explained by the System Owner for the e-Visitor 
Programme:
“We spend a considerable amount of money on visas. We stick the visa 
on the passport page. Syndicates broke that system. It's not unusual in 
any country. Why are we spending so much money doing this when we 
don't know if it is working? We so have an E-Visa form. When the 
traveler reaches the checkpoint, the officer who scans the passport can 
retrieve everything on the traveler and his visa. We used to rely on the 
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physical visa, but now we rely on the database, and it improved security 
because no one can forge it.”
Apart from these savings, ICA’s e-Visitor Programme has also resulted in cost 
savings of over $1M annually.
4.3.4 Looking Forward by Challenging Conventional Thinking
Across its various  initiatives, ICA has  successfully and strategically leveraged on 
information technologies  and systems to deliver value not only to itself, but to  its 
partners, customers and Singapore as a whole. With the establishment of CIRIS as  a 
robust and adaptive informational and technological platform on which to  base its 
operations, ICA continues to  explore and experiment with various innovations in the 
two-pronged drive of transforming and developing its service and operational 
capabilities to  meet the changing demands  of its  operating environment. Underlying 
these capabilities has been ICA’s continued ability to challenge conventional thinking 
and develop practical yet highly creative technological and process solutions to 
business problems, with a focus on improving the organization’s  overall operational 
situation and experience for customers.
This unique approach has kept the organization at the forefront of its operational 
requirements, but is  a continuous  process as the Head of the Programme 
Management Branch shared:
“We wanted to see how we could improve on the information systems. 
We want to make it as easy as possible, as simple as possible. But we've 
never put a full stop when the systems rolled out and said ‘Hey, we've 
arrived’. We constantly review where are the possibilities we can build 
on.”
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For example, despite the fact that the eIACS system is  able  to clear travelers at its 
various  checkpoints, ICA is  looking to  further innovate by enabling it to clear 
passengers at land checkpoints  while they are still in their vehicles. The CIO  of ICA 
explained:
“At land checkpoints, you have to come out of the car for clearance. 
Moving forward, we are trying to implement systems to automate the 
clearance of people in their cars. The technology is currently not able to 
help us identify the number of people in a car. Also, because our 
checkpoints were built back before 2000, the structure itself doesn't 
allow us to do that.”
Similarly, the organization is now looking to  integrate the finance industry into its e-
Visitor trusted partner network, enabling banks and financial institutions to  apply 
for visitor services  on behalf of their more valued customers. The organization is 
also  striving towards furthering the whole-of-government concept by establishing 
closer integration with other government departments. While this raises several 
issues, ICA remains focused on providing its customers with better experiences, as 
iterated by the System Owner of eIACS:
“Although we are all government departments, we still need to sort out 
things. We need to convince the agencies, and then convince the public - 




This chapter presents an analysis  of the case studies  of Alexandra Hospital  (AH) and 
Singapore’s  Immigration and Checkpoint Authority (ICA). An analysis of each case is 
presented first (within-case), followed by a cross-case analysis  and discussion of this 
research.
5.1 Within Case Analysis
The initiatives and systems implementations  in both case studies of AH and ICA are 
seen here as efforts in the development of organizational agility - the capability to 
effectively respond to  environmental changes, in a rapid and flexible manner, 
through the assembly of relevant organizational resources (Sambamurthy, et. al., 
2003). Both organizations faced macro environmental pressures to change - 
pressures that were underscored by an increasingly dynamic operating environment. 
For AH, the dynamism arrived in the form of increasing competition from the 
medical tourism industry and a new vision of ‘hassle-free’ healthcare for patients, 
enforced by the Ministry of Health. For ICA, a fast-growing population of 
increasingly sophisticated citizens, permanent residents and tourists, coupled with 
the looming threats of global terrorism, disease outbreaks and other border 
uncertainties and risks, were dynamic environmental pressures. In both cases, these 
pressures necessitated more than merely singular changes  in the organizations. 
Instead, the organizations required changes  that enabled them to  constantly adapt to 
their fluctuating and uncertain environments. In other words, the organizations 
required the capability to be agile.
The subsequent within-case analyses of each organization therefore examines the 
process of achieving agility, as  it is enacted through the initiatives at both 
organizations  to flexibly manage their continuously turbulent environments  by 
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appropriately reconfiguring their resources. The organizations’ efforts are examined 
in two conceptual phases - design and execution. In each phase, a focal lower-level 
organizational capability is identified. Consistent with literature, agility is viewed 
here as a high-level dynamic capability that can be realized through the combination 
of lower-level organizational capabilities (Grant, 1991; Kogut and Zander, 1992; Yeoh 
and Roth, 1999; Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; D’Aveni, 1994; Goldman et al., 1995). It 
is these lower-level capabilities, enacted together,  that give rise to the development 
of the capability to be agile. Key organizational resources and resource management 
activities are identified in each phase, revealing the organizational efforts to  develop 
agility as a series of resource management activities, process changes and routines 
adaptations as the lower level capabilities interact. The remainder of this section 
explains the phases and its constituents. 
5.1.1 Within-Case Analysis: AH
The within-case analysis of Alexandra Hospital was conducted by examining the key 
activities and resources employed throughout the two phases of the initiatives  at the 
Department of Emergency Medicine (DEM) and the Bed Management Unit (BMU). 
Facing new environmental demands, AH embarked on redesigning its  existing 
processes  and workflows (design phase). This  was  subsequently followed by 
institutionalizing these workflows (execution phase). 
The analysis  revealed that each phase involved the practice of an organizational 
capability on the management of particular resources, central to the development of 
organizational agility. While these phases are presented sequentially, the analysis 
reveals a repetitive pattern between phases until a suitable resource configuration 
was obtained. These results  are presented in Figure 5-1 as a conceptual framework 
for resource management activities in the development of organizational agility. The 
remainder of this section examines this framework.
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Figure 5-1: Conceptual Framework on Resource Management Activities 
in the Alexandra Hospital case
5.1.1.1 Design Phase and the Capability to be Explorative
Recognizing the increasing dynamism in their operating environment, Alexandra 
Hospital embarked on initiatives  to  improve the responsiveness in their emergency 
medicine and bed management services  by examining their existing processes. In 
highly disruptive environments  (Karimi et al., 2004; Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000) 
organizations  typically experience unavailable or inaccurate information (Bourgeois 
and Eisenhardt, 1988; Lu and Ramamurthy, 2004), leading to efforts  to improve 
information flows in business  processes. The targets  of AH’s initiatives were the 
examination of the organization’s existing business processes, first at the DEM and 
subsequently at the BMU.
A key realization made by AH was that existing organizational processes were 
causing bottlenecks due to a lack of easily accessible and timely information within 
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the departments. As a result, organizational resources and patients were frequently 
in waiting states, leading to ‘hassles’ in healthcare provision (e.g. patients  waiting for 
tests, queuing for registration, etc). This realization triggered a need to design 
business processes that improved resource use and allocation. However, this was  not 
a typical exercise in process  improvements. The necessity to  improve the 
information flows and resource states to  eliminate patient hassles was considered 
novel and innovative, as the incumbent practices in the healthcare industry were 
organization, and not patient, centric. The required paradigmatic changes 
represented the significant shift in Alexandra’s values, and thus required a 
significantly different design approach with different objectives from traditional 
process changes, triggering AH to begin a design phase that thoroughly explored 
their available resources and resource deficiencies, how resources were allocated and 
used, and how  these processes behind these activities  could be newly designed for 
reconfigurability to environmental needs, enabling process agility (Raschke and 
David, 2005).
To  achieve these objectives, AH needed to be explorative in determining how its 
resources were managed, as the requirements  of agility would be difficult to  achieve 
if the organization stuck to improving its  static, well-defined processes. Instead of 
seeking to  decrease variation and increase efficiency, the processes needed to be 
centers of innovation that created variation for long-term agility (Ghemawat & Costa, 
1993; March, 1991; Teece et al., 1997). AH therefore embarked on the exploration of 
radical, rather than incremental, process improvements for resource use. This 
capability to be explorative was seen as  a key ability in achieving and sustaining 
organizational agility. 
The capability was realized through the use of three primary organizational 
resources – AH’s knowledge of its  business processes, its  ability to leverage on its 
partners and other sources of external knowledge, and the leadership to  enable 
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explorative and experimental behaviors. Firstly, AH leveraged on both internal and 
external knowledge to provide radically new and innovative techniques  and practices 
for understanding its  existing resources  and their states. Developing a new 
symbiotic partnership with Cisco allowed AH to  explore new methods for bed 
management, while allowing Cisco to  develop its  new communication technology. At 
the same time, brainstorming with Frontline Solutions and Nanyang Polytechnic 
allowed AH to develop an understanding of the usefulness of a graphical dashboard 
of resource allocation and use in the hospital’s operations, a significantly new way of 
looking at current resource states. AH also explored ideas from factory visits  to 
Toyota, adopting ideas from just-in-time manufacturing into the initial patient 
examination at the A&E. Based on the observations from Toyota, where senior (and 
not junior) engineers examined factory lines, AH introduced a senior physician to 
quickly diagnose and recommend further action for patients  at the A&E. The deep 
understanding of internal processes and existing organizational knowledge, as well 
as competence in obtaining new knowledge and skills  from external sources are 
necessary for developing explorative capabilities  (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Levitt & 
March, 1988) that are able to provide innovations for long-term benefits. However, 
this capability is facilitated by the ability of the organization to  enable highly 
experimental units to develop and provide explorative variation that can be built 
upon for long-term effectiveness (McGrath, 1999). For AH, this was realized through 
the leadership from top management that supported senior managers in exploring 
new and radical process options  for resource management. This support not only 
came in the form of freedom to pursue radical approaches, but also  in the ability to 
experiment and learn from mistakes, as evident from the repeated attempts by AH 
to find a communication medium for managing ward occupancy from the A&E.
In the design phase, the capability to be explorative allowed AH to design and 
experiment with new process configurations. The configurations were underscored 
by resource management activities  at the DEM and BMU. To  understand the 
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significance of resource management in the development of agility, these resource 
management activities are explored in the next section.
5.1.1.1.1 Resource Management Activities in the Design Phase
During the design phase, AH’s exploration centered on finding ways to  improve the 
resource allocation, use, management and availability underlying their business 
processes, in order to create hassle-free outcomes. These collectively represent 
resource management activities that aimed to not only improve, but radically 
transform, their business processes. Sirmon et. al. (2007) suggest that resource 
activities  of structuring, bundling and leveraging are primary in delivering 
competitive value. In the design phase, structuring and bundling were the 
corresponding key resource activities  in AH, as the operations  team sought to 
examine existing available resources for deficiencies, and explore how resources 
could be bundled and configured in useful ways to achieve their objectives.
Structuring: As part of the structuring activities, new resources  are acquired 
(Makadok, 2001), existing resources accumulated (Thomke and Kuemmerie, 2002), 
and old resources divested (Sirmon, et. al., 2007) as part of a resource portfolio 
assessment. To realize its objectives, AH assessed its current resource portfolio by 
examining existing systems  and workflows at the DEM and BMU. During this 
examination, resource constraints were recognized (Peansupap and Walker, 2006), 
particularly the limited funding and lack of technical expertise to make exploratory 
changes. New resources, such as external partnerships, needed to be developed. At 
the same time, existing resources were accumulated to reduce costs. For instance, 
AH employed previously divested organizational resources, such as the pneumatic 
tube transport system and human porters, to carry messages between departments.
Bundling: The accumulated and acquired resources that formed AH’s resource 
portfolio were vital in the exploratory process. Using these resource options, AH was 
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able to formulate configurations of resource allocation and use that would help it 
achieve its objectives. For instance, at the DEM, this  included acquiring and 
implementing a new enterprise system from partnerships with Frontline and 
Nanyang Polytechnic  to monitor patient status in real-time and provide electronic 
medical records  for inter-departmental sharing. Bundling allows the creation of more 
complex, higher order resources which allow organizations to achieve objectives of 
strategic value (Morgan, 2000). 
5.1.1.2 Execution Phase and the Capability to Adjust Episodically
The second phase in the initiatives at AH involved institutionalizing the developed 
resource configurations, referred to here as  the execution phase. In this phase, AH 
executed the newly developed resource configurations from the design phase, in the 
form of redesigned business processes that employed resources. To remain agile, 
however, this phase was not performed sequentially with the design phase. Instead, 
the phases  were performed iteratively, moving between design and execution until a 
suitable resource configuration was achieved. This  iterative nature allowed the 
organization to adjust its resource configurations when necessary. 
For AH, the key to remaining agile was embedded in this capability, referred to here 
as the capability to adjust episodically, or to adjust resource configurations as 
needed, to suit the demands of the operating environment. For example, in 
implementing process changes in Ward 13, the wireless Cisco communication system 
enabled ward cleaners to be mobilized as  and when needed. Rather than adhering to 
a fixed schedule, the technological, human and physical resources required to 
complete the process of preparing a ward bed for a new patient could be executed in 
the event of a discharge. Ward PSAs would trigger this execution by communicating 
with cleaners  over the messaging system, as opposed to waiting for them, or looking 
for them physically in other parts of the hospital. Similarly, at the DEM, a senior 
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physician examining patients upon their first contact with the hospital was done 
when the A&E department was experiencing episodes of large crowds. When not 
needed, these resources were released to perform other tasks.
This capability was enacted by leveraging resources in a flexible way. This is 
discussed in the subsection below. However, to support this capability, three 
organizational resources were seen as particularly important for AH. The first, 
organizational routines, represents the work performed in the use of these 
resources. In order for AH to adjust resource use episodically, organizational 
routines would need to be modified to handle such episodes.  To a large extent, 
these routines involved the use of the other two resources - human and 
technological. Implementing episodic  adjustments required employees to embrace a 
culture of innovation and change. As demonstrated in the case, staff consistently 
displayed their willingness  to  adopt new workflows  and systems, and even 
recognized their importance to the hospital’s hassle-free vision. This permitted AH 
to more easily adjust continuously to various episodes it encountered through the 
use of its new enterprise systems as a communication and resource-monitoring 
mechanism (Liang, et. al. 2007). To a large extent, the systems allowed the episodic 
adjustment of workflows (Wade and Hulland, 2004; Mitchell and Zmud, 1999) in real-
time, allowing resources to be deployed when and where they were most needed.
5.1.1.2.1 Resource Management Activities
The capability to adjust episodically is provided by the leveraging of organizational 
resources in a manner that allows new resource configurations  to impact and change 
organizational routines in a dynamic manner. In AH, this was an iterative process, 
when new and experimental configurations  were deployed for trial, and routines 
could be quickly adjusted to form the necessary business processes  to use these 
configurations. In their attempts  to  experiment with a new communication 
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mechanism for transporting information between the BMU and Wards, AH executed 
several different resource configurations, consecutively and rapidly, to determine 
their effectiveness in meeting organizational needs. These rapid changes  required 
frequent changes in the routines performed by human and physical resources at the 
BMU and Wards. 
When a particular configuration was found to be ineffective, the team could quickly 
divest the resources and particular configuration, going back to the design phase to 
assess and develop new resource configurations. This pattern of quickly changing 
resource configurations and subsequently the organizational routines that built on 
these configurations was a key aspect to the ability of AH to  remain agile. The 
mechanisms underlying this ability are elaborated on in the cross-case analysis.
Table 5-1: Resource Management Activities in Changing the Bed Allocation
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Considering the example of AH’s  change in handling ward admissions and bed 
assignments, a summary of the resource management activities are providing in 
Table 5-1.
5.1.2 Within-Case Analysis: ICA
Similar to the within-case of Alexandra Hospital, the analysis of ICA’s initiatives 
revealed distinct organizational capabilities, resources and resource management 
activities in developing the organizational agility to meet its  environmental 
pressures. Figure 5-2 presents a conceptual framework for resource management 
activities in the development of organizational agility at ICA. The remainder of this 
section examines this framework.
5.1.2.1 Design Phase and the Capability to be Exploitative
The design phase at ICA is characterized by different requirements from those at 
AH. Facing more time-sensitive demands, ICA could not afford to explore and 
experiment with new resource configurations, yet required agility to  handle the 
environmental pressures it faced in the form of increasing threats to national 
security and a growing population of citizens  and foreigners passing through 
Singapore’s  borders. Similar to AH, ICA recognized its  highly disruptive environment 
and the need to  improve information flows in its business processes (Bourgeois and 
Eisenhardt, 1988; Lu and Ramamurthy, 2004). However, ICA embarked on a more 
traditional approach to developing agility, in redesigning its processes to  use its 
scarce resources more efficiently.
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Figure 5-2: Conceptual Framework on Resource Management Activities 
in the Immigration & Checkpoints Authority case
A key realization at ICA was that its  information flows were supported by ineffective 
and outmoded technologies, and an infrastructure that was outdated to  support its 
needs for agility. The existing infrastructure taxed existing organizational resources 
severely and unnecessarily, causing the organization to  reconsider how it processed 
routine transactions  (such as applications for passports) and where its  resources 
should best be situated (such as in the manual processing of foreigners visiting 
Singapore rather than ‘safe’ locals returning home). In order to achieve its objective 
of being agile, ICA recognized its need to be exploitative, rather than explorative, 
during its design phase – to make use of its existing resources in the most efficient 
manner possible and to acquire new resources to support its objectives. 
Similar to AH, the capability for ICA to  be exploitative was supported by 
organizational resources, such as its business processes and internal organizational 
knowledge, partnerships with external governmental and non-governmental agencies 
(such as hospitals and the police), and leadership and technical expertise from its 
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CIO and information systems staff. These resources  were vital in determining new 
resource needs and configurations to  help the organization develop agility. The 
technical leadership and expertise provided by its information systems staff led to 
the development and exploitation of new technological resources  (like a biometric 
passport and self-service gantries at national borders for citizens). Working closely 
with other agencies, ICA was able to draw internal and external resources  to  create 
more efficient business  processes  that would ultimately allow it to meet its 
environmental demands without sacrificing the effectiveness  of its security 
measures.
5.1.2.1.1 Resource Management Activities
The capability to  be exploitative is rooted in similar resource management activities 
(i.e. structuring and bundling) as in the case of AH. During its  design phase, ICA 
exploited its relationship with partners to create new inter-organizational resources 
that would lead it to  the designed business processes  it was  developing. Creating 
relationships with hotels, hospitals, and government and security agencies allowed 
ICA to jointly develop new data linkages  between these organizations  to 
automatically verify the status of citizens and foreigners as they passed through 
national borders. This exploitation required ICA to first be accumulate and assess  its 
resource portfolio. However, these resources were developed to be exploitative, not 
explorative – ICA’s business  processes had been reengineered in a traditional 
manner, resulting in the need for these resources.
With existing and new resources available, ICA was then able to  bundle these 
resources into configurations that supported the planned business processes. While 
this approach is  largely similar to process redesign, ICA’s key capability in achieving 
agility rested in the second phase of their initiatives.
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5.1.2.2 Execution Phase and the Capability to Adjust Episodically
While ICA designed its new business processes based on the exploitation of newly 
created technological and organizational resources, its execution phase was 
characterized by the capability to adjust its  resource configurations to  meet the 
demands it was  facing operationally and episodically. Developing this capability 
required the use of three primary organizational resources – the routines underlying 
the business  processes and resource use, information systems and other 
technological resources, and the human resources at ICA. 
With the introduction of new information systems, new web-based services, linkages 
to the nation-wide citizenship database and external data resources  from partners, 
and automated technologies, much of the manual processing jobs at ICA were 
deskilled. Deskilled labour provided ICA with opportunities  to  episodically adjust 
their human resource configuration to  match the operational needs encountered, on 
an episodic  basis. Rather than merely changing their work routines to  perform tasks 
in the same area, these employees were reskilled to  handle multiple job  roles,  and 
assigned on a daily basis  to work where they were required, from processing 
passport applications  to manning immigration counters at borders. These small, 
episodic adjustments to the resource configuration enabled ICA to remain agile to 
the needs of its  environment, but also led to  more permanent reconfigurations and 
the re-assessment of available resources to perform business processes. The 
mechanism behind this is more thoroughly explored in the cross-case analysis in the 
subsequent section.
Table 5-2 summarizes an example of the resource management activities  involved in 
ensuring the agile operation behind ICA’s various services.
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Table 5-2: Resource Management Activities in Developing a New Immigration 
Clearance Process
5.1.3 Cross-Case Analysis
The cases of AH and ICA reveal two organizations facing significantly different 
macro- and micro-environmental pressures. These pressures, however, share the 
similarity of requiring organizational agility to manage them.  The two cases 
demonstrate significant differences  in organizational culture and values, and the 
means  and methods of achieving agility. However, both cases provide a means of 
analysis to understand the development of agility, presented in the framework below 
(see Figure 5.3). This section presents a cross-case analysis  of the case of AH and 
ICA, and explores this framework in more depth.
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Figure 5-3: Conceptual Framework on Resource Management Activities 
in the development of organizational agility
5.1.3.1 Resource Management Activities in Agility Development
Based on the within-case analyses, both organizations were found to  embark on their 
initiatives  spanning two phases. In the design phase, the organizations  embarked 
with either explorative or exploitative capabilities, to accumulate, evaluate and 
harness resources to enable their business processes to be agile. In this phase, the 
organizations  developed an awareness  of their available resources, either internally 
or externally, by assessing their current resource portfolios and existing business 
processes, or leveraging on partnerships to create new and innovative resources. 
These resource portfolios  subsequently allowed the organizations to develop 
configurations on how the resources could be deployed to support business 
processes.
The selection of a particular resource configuration results in the execution phase. In 
this phase, resources are deployed and used in accordance to supporting business 
processes. However, the development of organizational agility lies in this selection 
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and deployment. As demonstrated by the cases, resource configurations are 
executed, but are then flexibly adjusted to meet changes. The mechanism for this 
adjustment is  seen here as the phenomenon of ‘bricolage’. Bricolage, a term coined 
by French anthropologist Levi-Strauss  (1967), broadly refers to the use of existing 
resources for new purposes, and represents an approach to  dealing with the 
complexities of resource management. The concept has previously been introduced 
to organizational literature, and more recently to information systems literature, 
particularly by Claudio  Ciborra (Ciborra, 1992; Weick, 1993; Ciborra, 1994;  Ciborra, 
1997; Ciborra, 2002; Baker, et. al. 2003; Verjans, 2005). A ‘bricoleur’, someone who 
makes things  work by ingeniously using whatever is  at hand, is unconcerned about 
tools and resources  being proper (Thayer, 1998). Bricoleurs, instead, are concerned 
with using those existing resources to fulfill their intended purpose.
The process between the enactment and adjustment of a particular resource 
configuration understates  the role of bricolage in the development of organizational 
agility. In essence, agility was realized in these organizations because of the ability 
of the organizations’ members to  exercise bricolage. Bricolage allows organizations 
to evaluate their existing resource configurations with environmental demands, and 
make quick adjustments to their business processes and resource use. 
In each case, exemplary evidence of bricolage can be seen. In AH, experiments  on the 
communication medium (pneumatic tube, porter, messaging system) between the 
BMU and Ward 13 are an act of bricolage, where existing resources (in this  case, the 
communication media) are used in an ad-hoc manner to fulfill an intended purpose. 
Similarly, when cleaners are required on patient discharges, PSAs at the ward are 
able to summon the appropriate  resources through an information system when 
needed. At ICA, the reassignment of officers to different job roles, as  and when they 
are needed, is  also  an act of bricolage, as existing resources  (in this case, manpower) 
serve to fulfill sudden organizational requirements. 
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Bricolage, therefore, provides a concept that explains the ability of organizations to 
recombine and readjust existing resources to fulfill purposes that are needed (Baker 
and Nelson, 2005). This  understanding of bricolage provides a mechanism to observe 
how resource configurations can be rapidly adapted and used when necessary, 
rather than being rigid, thus treating organizations as fluid, adaptable and agile 
systems (Duymedjian and Ruling, 2010). 
Bricolage emerges as an phenomenon in this enactment and adjustment process 
because of the increasing complexity in organizational requirements that 
necessitates  a new understanding for complicated organizational behaviour. With 
this increasing complexity, Levi-Strauss  (1966) finds that bricolage can be 
understood from three elements: repertoire, dialogue and outcome. Repertoire 
consists  of the consideration of the stock of resources available to the bricoleur. 
With this inventory, bricoleurs can begin a dialogue process, assembling resources 
together with an objective to fulfill (Levi-Strauss, 1966). The dialogue process is, 
however, not clearly defined - the bricoleur is able to  use and reuse assemblages of 
resources, while examining the problem faced and discovering the significance and 
contribution of different resource combinations. The outcome of bricolage is a new 
arrangement of the inventory of resources, which may transform the original 
resources permanently, but is more likely to be a temporary arrangement 
(Duymedjian and Ruling, 2010).
The framework presented in this chapter for developing agility through bricolage 
finds support in this understanding of the concept of bricolage, and builds upon it 
by understanding how the three elements, particularly dialogue, are engaged in 
practice. Repertoire is realized in the design phase when organizational bricoleurs 
seek awareness  of existing and new resources, and develop alternative 
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configurations for their use. In the cases of AH and ICA, taking stock of resource 
inventories, either existing or new, was an initial step in the design phase.
The second element, dialogue, is the process  of bricolage and occurs when 
configurations are selected, acted on, adjusted and adapted. Supporting this 
understanding of bricolage, the cases  demonstrate that resources  are substitutable 
and available until they are actually used to  solve organizational problems. This 
differs significantly from traditional approaches that hold resources  inventories as 
rigid and somewhat fixed in their utility. In bricolage, resources are not rigid but can 
be diverted at the point they are needed (i.e. configuration adjustment), typically as 
the bricoleur attempts  to satisfice resource use with his  problem solving 
(Duymedjian and Ruling, 2010). 
Finally the outcome of bricolage int his framework is the ability to adapt 
organization resources. This occurs by either divesting resources no  longer needed, 
or more typically, by uncoupling combined resources in the design phase so they can 
be reused to solve future problems. Using ICA’s initiatives as an example, staff are 
allocated to service centres as they are needed, to  perform jobs flexibly. The 
outcome of this process is  the ability of these staff to  be uncoupled from their jobs, 
and reassigned on the next day to different jobs, if needed. This adaptation process 
serves as  a feedback loop to  the organization on the performance of resources in 
resolving problems being faced. 
This approach to  resource management differs significantly from traditional, 
engineered and rigid plans for resource use. However, the cases  suggest that 
organizations  do not need to be singularly explorative in developing the capabilities 
to be agile. As  demonstrated by ICA’s circumstances, a more engineered approach 
can also result in organizational agility, but relies on different activities  in bundling 
and structuring resource use. The capability to be exploitative or explorative 
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therefore direct relates to the organization’s  ability to develop its  repertoire and 
learn from the outcome of its bricolage activities. However, the capability to adjust 
episodically relates  directly to the process of bricolage, or the dialogue between 
resource configuration and its  use ‘in the field’. As  more organizations strive to 
develop the capability to be agile, they will need to understand how to adjust 
resource configurations episodically, in order to effectively respond to 
environmental changes, in a rapid and flexible manner.
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6. CONCLUSION
This study aimed to answer the question “How do organizations  achieve agility 
through the use of resource management”. The pursuit for organizational agility is 
not merely an academic one, but its  understanding is  of vital importance to the 
numerous organizations  striving to achieve it. Agility represents an ability for 
organizations  to deal with an ‘enemy’ that is  their antithesis - change. Organizations 
are created to  enforce structure, efficiency and effectiveness on activity. The 
relentless change and uncertainty that faces organizations today, however, threatens 
the very value of organizing. 
6.1 Summary of Findings and Contributions
The study presents the cases of Alexandra Hospital (AH) and the Immigration & 
Checkpoints Authority of Singapore (ICA). Both cases  represent organizations facing 
various environmental pressures  and demands to change that are significant. For 
AH, the focus of the pressure is competitive (from medical tourism) and also a 
directive from the Singapore government (to create a hassle free hospital). For ICA, 
the pressures were global (terrorism, spread of disease), and also local (citizen 
expectations, growing population).
6.1.1 A New Perspective on ‘Organizational Agility’
The analysis of the cases demonstrated that both organizations underwent 
tremendous change. However, rather than making an episodic change, the 
organizations  chose to develop the continuous capability to deal with episodic 
changes. In other words, both organizations developed the capability to be agile. 
This, however, represents a different understanding for agility than previously 
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known. Weick and Quinn (1999) and Purser and Petranker (2005) argue than agility 
involved dealing with continuous change, and not episodic change. However, how 
this is  achieved is not clearly spelt out. This  study reveals that agility indeed deals 
with continuous change, but it is a ability to make episodic change continuously that 
makes an organization agile.
6.1.2 Organizational Agility and the RBV
Through the study of two case companies  aiming to develop organizational agility to 
meet increasing demands in their macro- and micro-environments, the study 
developed a framework for the development of agility in organizations  through the 
appropriate use of resource management activities. 
This link between RBV and organizational agility is not new, as demonstrated in the 
literature review. However, the process of understanding how resource management 
activities can lead to  organizational agility has been lacking. Resource management 
has been shown to  lead to competitive advantages, particularly by Sirmon, et. al. 
(2007). This study utilizes  and further develops the model presented by Sirmon et. 
al. to  understand how that competitive advantage can be derived from 
organizational agility.
The resulting framework demonstrates that agility is a high level capability, 
consisting of the capability to be explorative or exploitative in resource assessment 
and accumulation (i.e. in bundling and structuring resources). More importantly, 
agility involves the capability to adjust episodically on a continuos  basis, involving 
the frequent and ad-hoc reconfiguration of resources. 
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6.1.3 Organizational Level Application of Bricolage
In explaining the framework, the analysis uses the concept of bricolage, recently 
introduced in information systems literature. Bricolage provides a mechanism 
through which dynamic and reconfigurable resource allocation and use can be 
achieved, allowing organizations to adaptably adjust rapidly to  operating 
environment changes. The study proposes  that organizations can select and adapt 
their resource configurations in efforts  to  create business  processes  that are built on 
the use of bricolage.
This provides useful theoretical insight into  both the construct of bricolage and how 
it can be applied at the organizational level. Bricolage is traditional a construct used 
to describe individual behaviour, and in particular, a bricoleur or group or 
bricoleurs. This study attempts to  apply this concept at the organizational level, and 
finds support that the traditional elements  of bricolage - repertoire, dialogue and 
outcome - are congruently visible at the organizational level.
6.2 Implications
This study has several theoretical and practical implications. 
Theoretically, the role of resource management activities  and the RBV in strategic 
management literature is  more clearly defined. While RBV may not be the only 
approach to  consciously designing agility in an organization (e.g. work-design 
approaches attempt to  develop agility as well), the understanding of agility, resource 
management activities, resources and capabilities, ties together several facets  of RBV 
into making sense, understanding, and explaining the observed phenomena of 
developing organizational agility.
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Furthermore, the adoption of the concept of bricolage as  a mechanism for 
understanding organizational agility is novel, and provides an explanation for how 
organizations  can facilitate such interactions between their resource allocations and 
business processes. However, much research remains to be done to further 
investigate the nuances of bricolage at the organizational and individual level.
From a managerial perspective, the study provides  organizations with insights into 
how to approach the development of organizational agility, and the value of strategic 
investments and deployments in specific resources, such as leadership and 
technology, that aid in the development of agility. Regardless  of the approach of 
exploitation or exploration, organizations must develop the leadership culture that 
allows the experimentation in units  to develop agile processes. The role of 
technology is one that requires further examination. In the cases presented, 
technology plays a vital role in facilitating the communication of information that 
minimizes  complexity in organizing environments. IT can provide the overall 
support for resource allocation and management, as well as support the execution of 
activities. Mobile technologies  can further enhance this  be enabling resources  to  be 
more fluid and ubiquitous.
6.3 Limitations
The study has limitations that act to mitigate its  applicability to a more general 
adoption. As a result, the study should be viewed within this context. 
Firstly, both organizations studied achieved levels of agility that revolved largely 
around operational activities. Operational agility (Sambamurthy, et. al. 2004) is one 
form of agility, but it may be coupled with other forms to  achieve a more 
comprehensive organizational agility. As a result, the findings  of this study relate to 
one specific form of agility. However, not all organizations require all or several 
forms of agility. This imperative needs to be determined by individual organizations. 
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As a result, this study still provides significant value to organizations  pursuing 
initiatives in agility, but particularly those targeting operational agility.
Secondly, both organizations studied were, to some extent, publicly owned, 
representing a culture that may be significantly different from more traditional 
commercial enterprises. In the same vein, both organizations stem from different 
and non-traditional sectors  (healthcare and border/customs security). However, both 
organizations  demonstrated the same pressures faced by organizations in a private 
setting - increasing customer demands and expectations, the need for higher service 
levels, continuous environmental and internal pressures to change. 
Lastly, it is recognized that the findings from these two case studies should not be 
generalizable across all organizational settings, a criticism common in case study 
research. While statistical generalizability is not possible, insights from these cases 
can be generalized non=statistically to theory. Furthermore, these cases  represent 
reasonably novel approaches to achieving organizational agility.
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